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Money determines your value to society. 
If you have no money and no work society has thrown you away. 
If you have work but no money, you are an expendable slave and your loyalty to your master is all you have. 
If you have a good paying career and like your work you are still a slave, but content in your servitude.

When did humanity become a slave race?

I am trash! Society has thrown me away and the only way I survive is off of the change thrown to me by the slaves I am a servant to. So be it. You have to expect contempt. You have to expect me to rise above or die trying. I am who I am.
November 2005 CE

Journal Entry
November 16th 6005 AL 1:07 AM CST

I had a dream I couldn't wake up from...
I dreamt I was sleeping in shadow of death, pain, and darkness... I dreamt I could not dream I could only sleep... Still I could not wake up. I tried to turn when I thought I had but I had not and I tried to turn again... I was just dreaming about sleeping not really sleeping, I was awake... But that was just a dream. Just a dream.

Any major city that rises up in the United States will have the ability to overthrow the U.S. government. THE U.S. DOES NOT HAVE THE RESOURCES IN THE COUNTRY TO PUT DOWN EVEN A SMALL UPRISING HERE. The abuse of our troops in Iraq and Afghanistan have left this country open for repatriation from within. You could be the person who leads your city to victory over the communist plague that has made "Freedom" just a propaganda catch phrase... and truly made American freedom a synonym for slavery here in America. Today we must stand strong and united in our demand for a brighter future for generations to come. Most police and army officials are ready to help bring REAL freedom back to the American government. Those who believe in their oath to protect and serve the American people, are ready. So am I. Together we will fix America.

100,000 people all get together and March in Washington, it did no good. We are not a generation of pot smoking hippies, the next march may be...
October 2005 CE

Journal Entry
October 18th 6005 AL 1:37 AM CST

Has Israel become like Nazi Germany? Are a lot of Israelis basically Neo Nazi Jewish serpremists? Trying to wipe out the palisinians like Hitler tried to wipe out the Jewish people?

When I posed this question to a Jewish person from Israel they spit on me (twice) and said people who can not make enough money to support a family should be put in concentration camps because that is fare, unlike the way Hitler selected the "All Jewish People".

I asked, if it is almost impossible to get a job because you are Palestinian, isn't that genocide?

She replied that Palestinians are scum and it is the fault of all Palestinians if one Palestinian fights back against that Jewish people.

It seems to me that discriminating against people based on creed and color, and considering the Jewish people "Good", and Palestinians inferior... Is a form of Neo Nazism. It seems to be that she (the person I was talking to) is a Jewish Nazi praying to God for me to "Get what is coming to me", and the Palestinians to all die. Perhaps if I made $200,000 a year I would think I was better then everyone too... but I would still not be a racist and I would still not be a anti-Muslim Jewish serpremist Nazi like her.

Journal Entry
October 15th 6005 AL 3:33 AM CST

What a ride lol... O'Hare Airport
September 2005

Journal Entry
September 26th 6005 AL 12:06 AM CST

Behind the technicolor dreams of manifest destiny, tears, guns... of struggles... Wings of a bird that will never fly or the fears of a robot. Like if god had a schism... What, never mind.

Trent of Dublin.

Ten fold your reaction, ten fold your fear. For I am who I am, but this is not me...

I will be judged not on my intentions but on my effect. Not on my will to power by on my ability to do so. Not on the quality of my servitude, or my vocational skills but on my passionate refusal to be enslaved buy a system that betrayed me. To be a good little worker for a Mafia style Government based Terrorism and called "America". Do I hate Americans? No I hate what America has become, it is clear that the government does not represent the will of the people. Terrorism is Americans over populated prison system. Terrorism is over taxation, terrorism is killing as meany as 100,000 Middle Eastern civilians... Because they have a different culture. If chicago is wiped of the map by a nuke, it would be unfortunate... Internationally, it would be seen as justified. America is out of control. Americans are not controlling America, the coprations are, that is the beast that is the downfall, as it has been every world since Alfa 1.

K12 W4, if you think it is over... U no What 4?

Assuming that the universe has seasons, this must be spring. You think you are so important? You are nothing, all life on earth is nothing... To the greater universe, we are less then nothing and our living earth is just dust in the wind.

I am guilty of supporting a terrorist organization, the organization is the Untied States government. Money that is taken out of my pay check goes to buy bombs that kill people. To destroy governments that did nothing more then offer an alternative culture. That is the way of the world, as an American I am a slave to the American Government, with every hour I work, and every product I buy I feed the beast. If I try to resist I will be destroyed. That is the American way. No father rights and we are all slaves, to the political Mafia call democracy... Ha ha... All we are is dust in the wind. I wish I could be a beam of light, I wish I could decide the way the wind blows. If I am hot or cold it is because that is what surrounds me... I wish I knew my daughter... Every person that puts money into America shares some of the responsibility for the fact that I do not, even me. I know what I will say, "Yes I loved your mother very much but I could not afford the money it took to be a father... Sorry. Having a family was the happiest I had ever been, but happy does not pay the bills, and you deserve the best. I would never wish a broken home on anyone. I would have stayed in hell for eternity to spare you the hell of growing up in a broken home... Wishes and love don't make up for not having money. Money makes the world go round."
So give money, lead me to power, and let me have my vengeance on the system. This can never be made "OK" for me, but if you give me the power I will do everything I can to make sure it never happens to anyone, every again. All that took part in destroying my family make amends to me, and to my daughter. Still then it will not take away the pain YOU have caused, it is a start. We are partly resosonasbale for the way we alow the world to be. Yes I feel you owe it to me, if you have been wronged then I owe it to you to fix the sytem. WE MUST FIX THE SYSTEM. That is what this neurokinteic system is designed to do, but it is up to us to make it work.

The American family does not have to be an oxymoron. We do not have to be slaves to our government, or the hartless corporations that control it!

Journal Entry
September 6th 6005 AL 5:00 AM CST

I have nothing to say at this time. I am back in school and working on a game for class.
You can download it here.

Journal Entry
September 11th 6005 AL 7:42 AM CST

Like a needle with blood at half mass.

Time stay still in the drift of passion that is, and was love. For soon it will be two times tried this. Anyone who thinks you can only have true love once is a fool. When I said I unconditionally loved you... I meant it. Now again when I pledge my undying unconditional love... It is true, I love you... And I will love you all-ways.

*******

I am a reflection of you, we are a reflection of humanity, and humanity is a reflection of the universe itself.
August 2005 CE

Journal Entry
August 11th 6005 AL 4:05 PM CST

Thank you Cindy Sheehan you show the world that the American people are not Evil Christians out to destroy Islam. (Nor are the American troops who are being misused and forced to be the "Bad Guy" in a "Bad Situation")

It is true that pulling out of Iraq now would be bad... But staying will be even worse. Cindy Sheehan you make me proud to be an American... I have not felt that way since the first bomb dropped in Afghanistan, or perhaps since I realized that America hates fathers and will destroy any country with fathers rights.. Perhaps that is an exaggeration, in any case... Thanks for telling "Truth to Power" I truly admire your courage and persistence.

3:20 PM CST
All systems are go... T-3.2.1. and 0 is up to who? It is not up to anyone it is just time, or it is not. What you do will determine the fate of all humanity. If you will stand and fight, humanity has hope... If you allow yourself to be enslaved, there is no hope. You are the world and your are insignificant. But it is up to you to alter the direction humanity has taken. If you do not no one else will. , others will follow your lead.

Journal Entry
August 10th 6005 AL 12:56 PM CST

Take note of this. I am 27. I never expected to live past 27. Every day I live past 27 is a day I never counted on. (assuming I live until April).

According to Maslows Hierarchy of Needs every human considers personal safety less important then Biological and Physiological needs (air, food, drink, shelter, warmth, sex, sleep...) So according to Maslow, if a person does not have air, food, drink, shelter, warmth, sex, sleep, etc... They are not going to ever be "reasonable" as long as they do not have air, food, drink, shelter, warmth, sex, sleep, etc..

What about when a person has "Transcendence of needs" then no longer has air, food, drink, shelter, warmth, sex, or sleep...

Is this person more or less dangerous to the world around them?

1st off the world is never in danger from one human. The world is only in danger from the collective actions of humanity as a group. Every person is a threat to someone. Wether it is in terms of job status, or violent conflicts this is the nature of survival of the fittest. So what about those people or groups that have been "beaten" but are still alive. The world has said "You are not fit to survive, you are not worth the food you eat, or the shelter you inhabit." Then a person must fight for pure survival. A person becomes degraded to the point of a completely animalistic survival mode... Out of necessity. It becomes worth it to kill a rich man for his sandwich if the man will not share and you need that sandwich to survive... Or for your family to survive... What about if you have lost your will to live? The force that broke you would like you to "just die!" Except that you are inferior and not worth the food it takes to feed you. The truth is that is what puts people over the edge. You what me to
die? You want my people to die? Out of pure necessity the inner strength of the group loosing is forced to use suicidal sacrificial attack methods to regain ground... Like and individual is willing to cut off their own arm to save the body. The sacrifice of lives is used to rip the infrastructure of the aggressor to shreds and destroy the it from the inside out. The aggressor being viewed as "the Beast"... "We want to rule ourselves..." "We want the BEAST destroyed". Crossover. If you are going to die anyway... And your life is no longer worth living because of "the Beast" then some choose to die to stop the Beast rather then live as a slave to it. I believe that it is far more noble to die for what you believe rather the live as a slave to something you do not believe in.

Yes it is understandable at times to use Kamikaze or Suicide missions. Death before imprisonment. Death before slavery. Death before starvation. At least the then death has meaning. The purpose of a suicide mission with civilian targets is psychological impact and divide and concur a population... I do not agree with crushing systems threw the elimination of the soft target civilian counterparts... I understand why the people in control of systems become targets. do not believe that an eye for an eye is a good policy when talking about civilian casualties. If the goal is to "Get even" then I believe the number of citizens the Middle Eastern militants would want to kill is 100,000 civilians not 50. Can you imagine what it would be like to lose 100,000 fellow Americans? Have some compassion... That is what we have done to the civilians of the Middle East... Some frozen chicken will not make up for that ... Just Get Out!

What happened with me? Why did I start risking my life to stop the beast from it's massacre... It's a long story. It has nothing to do with Islam.

It is about human rights being trampled especially fathers rights in the United States of America.

The solders of the USA die for less then nothing! They die for a lie the American people were foolish to believe. If you have a friend or family member in Iraq who dies in service of the (a slave to) "Great lie" you should be angry! Not at me for pointing out the tragic loss of life but for the system reasonable for abusing there lives... So the Iraq people can have Wal-Mart... No one wants the kind of slavery corporations lead to. We are just starting to feel the grasp of the beast on our everyday lives. It will be worse... The beast will enslave the world. The only hope I see for humanity is in the people that will not lie down and die! The people that stop blaming themselves and go after the root of the problem! Yes the only hope I see for this world are the people that fight against my fiends and my fellow Americans... That makes me very frustrated. Because I believe in the solders them selves and in my friends trying to serve the America they believe in but then they are forced into commit genocide. I am not angry at them I appreciate there sacrifice and I am sorry for every solders that dies, but die they must because they have been forced into a situation where they are the "The Bad Guy". No fault of there own... Communist America must be stopped and it must be the people at the top by non violent and legal means. The Ameracan people will eventualy rise up but it will not be until they are forced to but lack of food and money and at that point they will see this is a war of the master (the beast) and slaves that refuse to be slaves. Then we
will see that it was never about Islam... It was about Islam's teaching not to except the beast, Christianity teaches that too and when the Christians see the beast for what it is they to will make war with it. They to will fail to destroy it. It will reign supreme over a further enslaved humanity.

I do not care to be a part of any of this... It is not up to me.

P. S. Note to people using the term Terrorist... You can not call everyone that defies you a terrorist... You are making the term Terrorist mean someone who fights for there freedom against an invaliding force.... or simply opposes the war in the middle east! THAT IS NOT WHAT TERROIST IS SUPPOSED TO MEAN.

By some peoples definition even I am a Terrorist... lol Just because I say what I feel to be true... And I legally running Al Qaeda for the world from the USA... a non violent, commonsense fathers rights anti-war organization committed to empowering individuals and shrinking the conglomerate beast.

Did you get that, "Me good guy"... I suppose everyone thinks they are "The Good Guy"... Or they justify being the bad guy with it is "For the good of my family... Excuse", or better you then me! Then it is back to survival of the fittest. The logic of the boiled Frog.

So if I quit (lets say I got a good job offer or ran out of way to keep running it.) Then you all would have to figure out who runs it next. Who would fight for humanity, against the Beast if I was gone? Who would be able to spread a message of "Live and Let Live"... Peace and Understanding, without telling people to lay down and take it from people who try to destroy you, and your way of life.

The "Terrorism" was the wool that was pulled over the eyes of America as we became slaves to the Beast and as America (not Americans) became the "The Evil of the world".

We all die sometime, what was your life used for? If you were me what would you do?

Journal Entry
August 4th 6005 AL12:14 AM CST

333 days between the 07/07 bombing and 06/06/06 coincidence? No. What do you have planned? Will June 6th 2006 be a day just like every other for you? For anyone?

What will I be doing in on 06/06/06? I will be in jail or I will be in Nevada in the desert not to far from the Hoover Damn cooking some Hot Dogs over a fire... Contemplating my place in the universe and setting up camp for the night.

Perhaps off in the distance I will see you laying waste to Las Vegas with a simple pull of the (water) plug... Or perhaps I will see others stand against the Beast and lay waist to all the cities of the world as I watch them burn to the ground from my campsite, just out side the fallout zone. Just far enough to not have to hear them screaming...

So what does all of this have to do with Islam and Christianity? NOTHING! It is all a smoke screen. People have to die because we have a limited amount of space and resources. This is not God's Judgement day, this is humanities Judgement day...
Humanity must judge itself. God will oversee the result, humanity will have more time, or we will not, but in the end none of us will see the ultimate result. Now is the time to Unite and Prepare for 06/06/06 a day just like every other FOR NO ONE!

Let me tell you what I think... America has become poison. Not because Americans are bad but because corporations have no mercy, America is a corporation. Every American was told we where a shareholder... It was a lie I just found out my shares are worthless, and I am actually a slave to a monster. That monster is Corporatism...

Is earth a flower in bloom?

Is this a war against "The Beast", Against "The Machine" or are The Machine and The Beast the same?

THIS IS NOT A WAR OF ISLAM AND CHRISTIANITY!
This is not a war of race or creed... That is just a smoke screen.

July 2005 CE

Journal Entry
July 24th 6005 AL 10:01 AM CST

Like Scorpion venom in my coffee. Like the hope and fear of revaluation or the need for redemption offset by the fear of being judged. So what happened, I knew you poisoned the coffee, I drank it anyway... I drank it anyway. I knew that if I die young for what I believe in it will have been far more valuable than if I die of old age as a broken man... This is what Holy War is all about. Life and family takes a back seat to fixing the world...

Nothing is more important then insuring that our children have a place in this world. To insuring that Mankind survives. It seems that the Islamic Extremist have the best odds of defeating the beast(Corporations). The Christians have become slaves to the "Evil Empire", the Muslims resist... It seems that Al Qaeda are the Holy Warriors of Gods Chosen people... Those who refuse to bow down before the beast! Those who stand and fight for humanity against the Beast(Corporations) are Gods chosen people, and the one who leads them is our current Christ.

We fight for the future of Mankind, against "the Beast", we are God's chosen people.... We are Al Qaeda. Some of us are Islamic, Christian, Nihilists, Atheists.... We all refuse to be Slaves to The Beast. We all know that those of you that are slaves to The Beast, do it for the money because you fell for the propaganda.

Journal Entry <-19th-{ }-6005 AL->11:06 AM CST
I have been watching C-Span more and more... This is what I have seen.

There are secret Prayer Meetings only open to Christians members of government before senate meetings. Every U.S. Senate session starts with a prayer! Many members of senate seem to wish death on all people fighting against the U.S. Occupation and the U.S. attempt to transform the Middle East into a Christian, Corporatism, America like sociopathic Democracy.

The Christians are the people trying to take away Human Rights, and support the Geonside in Iraq. The Non Christians, do not seem to see the value of the war... And are fighting to save Human Rights. So in my opinion this is a Holy War for the republicans. The Christian extremists against the rest of the world. We need to get Christians out of Government. If Christians want to kill Muslims they can go do it themselves without the abuse of our NON RELIGIOUS ARMY!

Because the Christian extremists in the U.S. government see themselves as "GOD'S people" and "on the good side" they believe all they do is "for the greater good" and "divine"! They are not and their extremism is a plague on an already tainted church. They are just hate mongers thriving to kill all Muslims who will not convert. This forces the people who disagree and being alienated as human scum to fight back... Not with money or political power, with all that they have left... Their lives. I have to admire the way they refuse to roll over, the way they give their life for what they believe in! They do not sit in the mud blaming themselves! They stand up and say you want me dead? You want me gone? Then I will take as many of my enemies as I can, well I understand and respect that. It is unfortunate when a person thinks the general public is the enemy. How does that happen... I think it is probably the result of unfriendly interaction. If every where a person goes they are rejected or "pushed away" and not embraced a general contempt for people in general develops.

I always say that everyone that pays taxes is responsible for the bombs that their money buys. Not being innocent or being reasonable are far different in my book then being an enemy. I think back to the rash of school shootings here in the USA. The way alienated school children shoot classmates randomly. It looks to me like a similar problem. When you alienate people to this extent you have to expect them to lash out.

We must embrace people, not shove Jesus, Mohammad, Buddha in there face... Look at all we have in common. Embrace our humanity, and set aside our credeence.

We must all work together to get the Christian, warmonger, extremists out of office! Democracy says we have to do the will of the majority... Well it seems the majority of this county are blood thirsty Christian extremist who wish to KILL every non-Christian in the world.

I wonder what Generation Columbine will do when they can't make a living? I wonder if they will roll over the way my generation has? I wonder how many people feel like America has turned its back on them? I wonder when we will stand up and say we have had enough of this prison based, corporate, slave based country we call free.
Journal Entry  
July 18th 6005 AL 11:06 AM CST  
Photos of Chicago I have nothing left to say...  
Eventually everyone who is alive will be dead... If  
is not a matter of if you will die, but what you will  
die for. Will you die for cancer research or to free  
humanity from the clutches of Corporatism and  
Slavery? Truly this planet probably makes little  
to no difference at all in the universe. My life is  
irrelevant and so is this planet. Like that song says  
"All we are is dust in the wind". Time is Almighty  
God... We are a race of slaves to Corporatism and  
Sociopath system of democracy. A system where no  
one is responsible for unreasonable laws, and the  
rich are protected from the poor by a belief that  
ones circumstances are there own fault. They are  
not.  

If you want to say "It is the Muslims"; "It is the  
Mexicans", or the Christians... No it is a system that  
encourages a Master(Corporation) Slave(worker)  
relationship. We need a a change of guard! We need  
a Dictator with a hart and soul to slay the beast of  
corporate America, to free the people caught up in  
the unethically American legal system. We need to  
be able to own land free and clear, and not have to  
-worry about illegal searches and secures or corrupt  
police. We need the reboot democracy here in  
America not spread the plague of slavery and  
Corporatism all around the world!  

Journal Entry <-12th-{ }-6005 AL->9:48 AM CST  
The Holy See? To the seven, Go your ways, and  
pour out the vials of the wrath upon the earth.  

To the question, "Could this have turned out  
definitely?"  

We have a world population problem, and some of  
us have been chosen to be eradicated. In order to  
find out if you have been selected for eradication  
ask yourself one question.  
Can you find a job that pays for the life you want?  
If you say no then you are trash and the world does  
not want you.  

Why do some people have some much and others  
have so little?  
Because some people have been selected by the  
collective as superior, others have been selected as  
worthless wastes of life.  

I woke up one day and realized I was a worthless  
-waste of life and it was clear to me that my wife and  
child did not want me, the world did not want me,  
and my life had become a berdon to even me. It hurt  
my feelings to realize that the world did not want  
me, humanity did not care if I lived or died... In fact  
the court system seemed to want to destroy me, to  
force me into submission, or suicide... So I  
drenched self in the innocent blood and went to  
court... Dripping in blood (Blood makes good hair  
jell). It was Monday October 9th of 2000, and it  
turned out is was also Columbus Day, the court  
house was closed. I was not about to go home, not  
that I had a home to go to... So I went down town,  
to Chicago.  

To express my rage, to swore the annihilation on the  
systems that allowed my daughter to be taken from  
me. To raise my fist to the beast that destroyed my  
family and threatened to destroy me. Swore to  
myself that I would find a way to change the world!  
That I would find a way to bring power back to the  
people and away from the courts. Those that judge
me... Be judged, those that seek to destroy me...
Live threw my hell. Because I am just one person,
just one of over 6 billion. Just one person who
stopped caring about myself, my life, and set out to
"fixed the world". I was blinded with rage and saw
the world as mine, as a small child that lashed out at
a parent. I did not see all I had in common with the
earth, I am one of countless humans, the earth is just
one of countless planets. It does not matter to the
world if I live of die... It does not matter to the
universe if the earth lives or dies. OR DOES IT?

The point is, if you do not force the world to obey
you... To respect you then the world will enslave
you and at the end of the day you will be less then a
passing thought in a world turned in on itself. You
are not going to go to heaven for being a good
slave! Jesus... Pay attention.

The chosen people are the people that don't die. The
people that survive coming global holocaust. Who
will survive? The people that have immunity. Or if
the Diplomat is detained humanity will eventually
be wiped out with the nuclear option. Make war
with the beast, no one is innocent. Those of you who
seek to destroy me... will only make me stronger. I
feed on resistance. That is why I want to end social
assistance, force people to fight. Force people to
stand of fall, live or die. Raise our swords to the
beast and have no mercy for illusion of kind faces
portrayed by the beast. When you have nothing to
lose, you have everything to gain that is when the
world and all humanity is at your mercy lives only
because you have allowed them to live. Breath only
because we have allowed you to continue to breath.
When all humanity is dead no one will cry anymore,
not for me or you or the mistakes we have made. I
am so angry I see the walls shake... Will I walk into
court once again drenched in blood? No not this
time...

Journal Entry
July 7th 6005 AL 6:38 PM CST

See a row of light outside, the desk of a man that
knew to much, never was is or will be a bringer of
enlightenment because we are past trying to explain.
You understand or you do not. One single thought
that traveled the length of the universe. One single
thought that meant nothing. When people have no
hope, they have nothing to lose.

**************

So the beast made war with me... I am no saint I
stand tall in my dedication to humanity! To make
war with the beast. For all humanity must know that
Wal-Mart, Mc Donnalds, Coca-cola, halburtin are
the enemy. Not the people of this world, but the
beasts we have created the governments that have
spun out of control. I am sorry that people die. But
you sick F##kin people need to note that the
American lead genocide has taken no less then
30,000 civilians and the total annihilated Middle
Eastern could top the death toll of the tsunami. I
am sorry the London civilians were wrongly targeted...
Wake up this is a weekly civilian death count in
Iraq.

Your under 100 people died today in the supposed
terrorist attracts, do you think that makes it ok to go
kill another 30,000 Middle Eastern civilians? Do
you not think they go home at night and pray for
there loved ones that America has taken? Now you
are saying NUKE them! WAKE UP! End the
violence on both sides. If America took your
children you would be angry too. Stop thinking about revenge and start thinking about an apology and withdraw.

You should investigate a Bush Administration link to this disaster they had the most to gain.

P.S. Think about it!

Journal Entry
July 3rd 6005 AL 10:18 AM CST

Last days in Northwest Indiana
Taste of Chicago 2005

Journal Entry
July 2nd 6005 AL 11:23 AM CST

Our wretched species is so made that those who walk on the well-trodden path always throw stones at those who are showing a new road. ~Voltaire

June 2005 CE

Journal Entry
June 21th 6005 AL 10:42 PM CST

Like full moon that reigns over the earth... or the value of an eight point star. Like the light of the moon lit as full and shines like the sun in threw my window. As I turn away still glares at me in the mirror, my lids closed. I can not lay still... I can not, not fight. In one thousand years will you still hear my words echo threw the organic universe? I am lucky, I know that. I also know that a lot of people out their are not so lucky. Yes I want you to buy my book... No that is not all this is about.

Rain is snow that melted and what is dead does not miss life. Shinny starts, medals, and ribbons to honor what was, what is, and what could be. Shark tank, lava, and the Catcher in the rye... The more you accomplish the more trivial it all seems.

The virus called the Diplomat, no one answered... I guess it turned out they where already dead. So was Bethany and Samuel, so was Reggy and Beth. We all have our time and only the living are left to morn.

Journal Entry
June 13th 6005 AL 10:02 AM CST

Al Qaeda now has a United States Employer Identification Number and is now officially a legal political organization. Al Qaeda EIN 22-3914544

BAM that is for not caring about fathers rights!

BAM this for leting coporations and special itrests run my country!

BAM that is for all the people in jail and detetion centers without good reason.
BAM that is for running an elitist government, not based on skill but on who you know and the schools you went to.
BAM A vote for me is a WAKE UP call to the American Goverment!
I am the Indiana Al Qaeda Candidate for U.S. Senate. The voice of discontent that must be herd for "real freedom" loving people, that are suppressed, imprisoned, and unrepresented in government. American government enforced slavery must be stopped.

We the people Must choose Al Qaeda over Genocide! People who fight for life, liberty, and freedom over Halliburton.
I am Michael Joseph Kappel I believe in humanity and I believe in you.

Journal Entry
June 9th 6005 AL 3:47 PM CST
Can one man matter, can one man can change the course of humanity?
No! It is systems upon systems, there are billions of people out there and all of them are pissed at someone... Most people want to fix the problems with the systems that lead to the incidences that made them upset. It is never "I" person. It is time, or it is not. You are ready and willing to fight for mankind or you are not. "Be hot or cold, if you are lukewarm, I will spew you out of My mouth." unnamed quote.

Send word to maldore that the vision has been received. Tell the children that no one in America cares if they live or die. Go to the top of the hill and scream out that the Unites States loose of 3,000 civilians matter, and the loose of the tens of thousands of middle eastern civilians do not. Go tell them that US children fight with honor for oil, Halliburton, Wal-Mart and to reap souls for the "Christian god". That most Americans think the genocide in the middle east is "acceptable". It is not a joke to call yourself Al Qaeda. When I go to sleep at night I know that I do my best to think of mankind...

What is America?
America is people who stand up for what they believe in.
As an American I would fight to the death to defend personal freedom, from corporations, from corrupted politicians, from and any enemy foreign or domestic who seeks to take away our freedom. I believe it is the responsibility of every American to own fully automatic assault rifles and antiaircraft weapons. I believe the US government is out of control, I believe we the people of America must arm ourselves for the coming war. China sees that WE HAVE NOT DEFENCE AGAIST THEM, and the United States government may decide to expand its terrorist propaganda against freedom, we must be ready, we must be armed, and we must be ready to die... That is what America means to me. If disagreeing with the White house makes me a Terrorist... Call me Al Qaeda! I will not play dead against this government or any other that seeks to rob me of my freedom and enslave me for unfair wages. I am ready... I am ready to die, because I refuse to be your slave. Communist America stated this war... It's on. You could have let me be, you could have minded your own business, YOU WANT TO DEHUMANIZE ME! I do not hold anyone responsible for this, but we must fix the system, or we must destroy it and rebuild it around FREEDOM, I believe America can be fixed, and if it can not I believe America must be repatriated.,
NOT in the propaganda of America is freedom! In real freedom, the kind that doesn't have property tax. The kind that does not censor the media. America for the Americans, not the corporations, or the blue bloods... For regular people, that is the America I was brought up to believe in. The America where everyday people live and die the way they choose, not the way they have to. Property Tax is Communism! I hate what we are allowing to be done to this country. People say if "Love it or leave it" well you are sheep with wool over you eyes. This is my county and my assessors trace back to the first people to steal land from the Native Americans. So don't give me your everything is fine you are imagining a problem... Or it is unpatriotic to be angry with your government, no I did not ask to be American, but I am! America will be fixed, even if you never see the problem, we are working on fixing it. What I need from you, I need you personally to start arming for WAR.

I pity the people that can not see past the flag to see who is waving it. I pity the people that die and never truly understand who or what the were fighting for. America is not Wal-Mart! America is FREEDOM is say this. America is freedom to stockpile armies. America is freedom to repatriate the county if it becomes necessary.

Democracy leaves not one to blame, democracy has no conscious, and I think democracy has become criminally insane "Corporatism".

Do not be an sheep in a stutter house.
P.S. the number of Prisoners in the U.S. (and abroad) is a Crime against Humanity!

May 2005

Journal Entry
May 18th 6005 AL 2:08 AM CST
What do I know... Nothing! Well anyway this site is designed to track and locate people so if you are trying to stay ammoniums... Use a proxy server that you trust and you will make this a lot more fun!

1:36 AM CST
We need to start calling a Spade a Spade... Look at the numbers, this is Genocide! The people fighting are fighting for their lives and against the destruction of their culture. 9-11 it is time to take a good look at the numbers... 3,000 "innocent" civilians died, well that seemed like a lot of people, but it is nothing when compared to what the United States has done. It makes me sick to see people displaying those peoples name without their consent... As a justification for Genocide! 9-11 happened so hail (US's) Hitler (George W. Bush).

You know what the stupidest thing I hear is... "They started it" WHO! WHO started this? A friend of the president's family who worked for the US CIA. GET OUT OF THE MIDDLE EAST! NOW! STOP MISUSING AMERICA'S TROOPS! YOU SHOULD SUPPORT OUR TROOPS AND STOP FORCING THEM TO DIE FOR PRIVATE INTERESTS AND GENOCIDE. THIS IS NOT WHAT THEY SIGNED UP FOR!

1:00 AM CST
I am beyond frustrated... Why would I test the freedoms we are promised? Why would I get "in the face" of people who have no interest in what I have to say? Is it because I HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE
and everything to gain? When people have nothing to lose... They will risk life and limb for what they believe in. I believe in my supporters, I believe in my people, and I put all my faith in you.

12:00 AM CST
Americas Free Press! The media conglomerates have to call the US government for an OK before it can release a story!
So I have been past over by the powers that be. Perhaps being associated with me brings power! So I do not blame you for using me a as a status symbol...
Yes I am the undisputed leader of Al Qaeda. No I am not the terrorist... The terrorists are the ones that make you fear saying "I am Al Qaeda". The force that makes you fear understanding why people would fight for their lives against America. The people that support this genocide in Iraq, that cheer for the eradication of Islamic culture... You are the Terrorists.

Journal Entry
May 15th 6005 AL 10:07 PM CST
Am I the Devil, whispering in the ear of a saint?
Will "The Exalted One" help us to acquire Antichrist.gov or reacquire Antichrist.com in trade for another domain?
AntiChirst.com is the key to the kingdom and belongs back in our hands... Those who own Antichrist.com..... Hold the power of the Beast, and the sigma of the Devil. Anyone who has that name will be picked apart by man and gods alike until the rise to power is complete and "Antichrist" is under our control. So I say ANTICHRIST.COM... Will be ours again one day. We the Anti-Christ will rule for all eternity over the sheep and swine of the lesser universe. We are lions in this kingdom, that never live or die... So long as humanity lives, we will serve our mission to protect the human genome. It is not a question if people must die the real question is who, how, and when.

As for the comment "That witch has seceded to live does not have a problem with death". From a single life to a entire echo system... The dead do not have a problem with death, only the living have a problem with death...

Happiness is not a goal... Bad times help you to appreciate the good times. So I live life like a bull dozer and pave a road to our goals.

I am one of 7 billion... I know how irrelevant I am. I will live and die to see the new dawn for humanity. I am 1 of 7 billion but I can change the face of humanity... I am who I am and I am the first and last Ghrisx

Journal Entry
May 8th 6005 AL 3:57 PM CST
There is nothing like flipping threw a newspaper. The depth and verity of stories, and the sound of paper rustling, the feel of the cold dead tree. It so much more relaxing to sit back and look threw a real "paper". I personally think that the Internet and television will reduce the demand, but I hope that I always have the opportunity to relax and flip threw my news paper. I am not just saying that because I work for the Post-Trib it seems like I will not for much longer, I am terrible at distribution.
May 3rd 6005 AL 10:08 AM CST

I did not ask to be ME I just am.
I did not ask to be HUMAN I just am.
I did not ask to be an AMERICAN...

So when I say I HATE what this country is becoming... I am taking about out of control systems, not people. I believe that all people are basically good. When you reward people for divorce with child support you destroy families. We must encourage families to work threw problems.

Frankly I think that America is becoming a female dominated country. What's next a female dominated world? Does humanity even need men at all? No, not any more. Humanity could easily thrive without even one male. Sad... I feel that this child support is just a step in the eventual elimination of men altogether. Men are being systematical abused...

Who knew that woman being able to vote was such a horrible idea.

What was wrong with Men working and woman staying home with the children?
What is wrong old fashioned family structures?
It is evolution of culture, but evolution to what?
Why would you want the world to be like America?
With the over 60% divorce rate, Mc Dnnal's, walmart, Anti-Male laws... I would fight America to the death, if I wasn't American.

Journal Entry
May 4th 6005 AL 10:17 AM CST

I have seen the future of the Universe from the end of our world to the end of the last civilization on our level of existence. I have seen it all and humanity will not be there.

10:04 AM CST
You that advocate the war in Iraq will be seen as traitors when the people of the US are fighting for their lives against the next generation of the weapons used against the Iraqi people. The Iraqis that support the new government are not just traitors to Iraq, They are traitors to humanity. It makes me sad that some of you have fallen to your knees when faced with the Beast of Western Civilization. I have faith in you that fight for your freedom from the occupation of America. I empathize with the American armed forces in the felid who are forced to fight against their fellow man for the benefit of the rich at the expense of their lives and limbs. You must refuse to fight... You must come back home. You can not because you are being forced to do what you know is wrong.

9:35 AM CST
Ok... Now that I have your attention.
I lost my daughter because of the civil court system, yes this web site makes me look like "The Bad Guy", it makes it seem like the system works you may think a freethinking radical like me should not have contact with my children, or even have children. The fact remains that I feel that I should not have been robbed of my opportunity to be a father. Think what you will, I am big time pissed at the "American System" and have all but given up on the possibility that it can be fixed. YOU ALLOWED THEM TO TAKE AWAY MY RIGHTS AS A FATHER. You did nothing to stop "America" and in fact paid money to support the court and the legal system with taxes.
I do hold you responsible, and everyone else too. It is our responsibility to fix America not just "their responsibility",” Congress”, "the President"... It is our responsibility! I stand up to challenge the entire System. This is me in your face. Who am I? I am GHRISX.

We have to work together because the powers that be have no idea what the problems are because they are separated from the problems normal people face by several income brackets.

6:05 AM CST
Job prospects in Northwest Indiana are few to none. I would have never moved here if I realized that there are no technical jobs and virtually no jobs at all available. Now I know that intensive research is a good idea before moving. I am broke and my "Paper Route" is not going to pay my bills. It have been working with programming and graphic art for 7 years now... That does not help me to be good at folding and delivering news papers.

It is too little too late. Despite the over 200 jobs I applied for it seems that I will be 'on the move' again soon... I would love to just move out to the middle of no wear and build a home out of the ground, farm and hunt... Outside the civilization I have come to despise...

If you are interested in any one my domain names... Call or email me and make me an offer.

April 2005 CE

Journal Entry
April 22nd 6005 AL 7:35 PM CST

Seamless sunlight artificial seeds who plant their young in the vast prairies and forests of this beautiful world. The pelages humanity is bringing forth will kill us all, and every life form on the planet. This in the Name of the one who will not be seen. This in the blood of those who do not understand. The sheep shall feed and cloth the shepherd. You will be spirits sacrifice for I know that you are good but I also know that you serve the forces that seek to destroy my people and I have no choice but to eradicate you like the virus breading swine you are.

This is the word of Ghrisx

Journal Entry
April 22nd 6005 AL 4:39 PM CST

Happy Birthday Colleen Nora...

Journal Entry
April 20th 6005 AL 8:54 PM CST

Self rule does not work... Every one is smart but together we are stupid. If you think about Country like a corporation, why would all the people in the company decide who the CEO should be shouldn't it be decided by the board or directors?

We just keep adding more and more laws and rules... For how long can we still consider this freedom, how long will we buy the lies?
I do appreciate people doing what they feel is right, it is in the lack of personal reasonability we run into problems.
The fact that if you contribute to a system you feel is wrong... Then you are responsible regardless of who told you to do it, or why. If you do not feel right about something do not do it. You are responsible, you will be held accountable even if the order comes directly from who or what you think is God.

Federal Bureau of Investigation In Merrillville Indiana

Journal Entry
April 14th 6005 AL 1:09 AM CST

The Greatest thing About being an AntiChrist is no one will ever feel sorry for me.
I can never be made into a martyr because I am aggressively provoking war.
You coming here and looking at this... Is provoking me to make war...

The neurokinetic system called Anti-Christ is thriving, truly Al Qaeda is dream for the powerless provided by intelligence... For the purpose of bringing hope to the possibility of reestablishing a new better world for humanity (not for a few people) FOR ALL PEOPLE now and into the future.

As the current world leader of Al Qaeda I can assure you this is true.
THIS SYSTEM is the only possibility for humanity.

Intelligence Rules

12:54 AM CST

Working at Mc Donald's or Wal-Mart..... I would rather be dead. That's ok Mc Donald's will not hire me and I run Al Qaeda...

In this chess game I am only a Pawn... The truth is that this complicated game we play has been predetermined by our genetic makeup. You like me, are running a program. Our programs are controlled by larger systems.

All I hear from the big wigs is I DON'T KNOW HOW TO USE A COMPUTER. I know that no one is planning to kill the president I am sure a lot of Americans want to, I also know that this sick game of Allah vs God, Even thou I have seen the face of god (Allah) it is Wal-Mart... Corporatism is Darwin's God (Allah), because it is an organism adapting to it's environment, and the survival of the fittest at a higher level. It is NOW in this day becoming clear that Wal-Mart is a death machine. Spreading poverty and devastation as it levels the earth and rises from the earth as a Temple to our fate.

So I say "Support Al Qaeda"... Even throw they are only smoke and mirrors, because we are being commissioned from the DHS or was it the UN to do so... Because "People" should not except corporatism.

Corporatism is a tyrant...
Kings have mercy... Conglomerate corporations like democracy DO NOT! Any guilt is erased with a 'It is not my fault', 'it is not my responsibility', 'what can I do' mentality of majority rule based on efficacy not humanity.
We need to 'reformat' Democratic America so that is once again run like a FAMILY not a business.

The beast is a reference to humanities true nature... Dirty, violent, self serving... Christ is a reference to people who care... What happens to them? They are destroyed. We that are AntiChrist do not care to be nice... It does not matter if history remembers us a "Good or Bad"... What matters is that "America the Family" is running things. That no king would like to see his brother cold and on the street or in prison. We run the courtly like that, like every human is our family (all races). We remove the warlords, and the machines from power. I do not think that virus incident today was an accident I think it was a warning.

You have to remember that at every corner of every aspect of the machine god(allah) is a human life... When the time comes people will fight for survival, some have to fight now... Some will die fighting off old age or cancer the choice is simple... Give you life in the struggle to save humanity or die a horrible death as the machine god (Allah) keeps you alive until the last possible breath regardless of what your life has become.

I have made the decision to do what I can to stand up for the future of humanity.

Memes.org I will be disappointed if they really shut down.

When we planted this we knew what would grow. When we planted this... Code. Creed supremacy? Atheistic rule? It has been a failure to humanity. Racial supremacy? It is wrong to promote, you tell me you don't know that every color and creed has its base and its pinnacle in every aspect, the race game is for fragmentation of the resistance. What we need to do is concentrate on unity against the machine... We need to work together if we want mankind to survive, Dell, Wal-Mart, Mc Donald's, and the governments that harbor these terrorist organizations to be repatriated to a "Family" We all rise or fall together. We to do not force our brother into slave labor, and force our sister to leave her children so she too can be a slave to the corporate beast that has been given rise by peoples inability to govern them selves.

Trickle up economics... We need to pay people more, so that they can buy more, so that more people have jobs...? What ever

Journal Entry
April 8th 6005 AL12:05 AM CST

What if "I" do not know what to do?
What if "YOU" alone hold the fate of the world?
What if "WE" bring freedom back to communist America?
What if "THIS" is the Central Intelligence of the Lesser Universe?

Journal Entry
April 5th 6005 AL 10:25 AM CST

Shout not to the heavens or the powers that be that your life is worth more... It is not. Slaves that wage war on the gods? Slaves that dare to challenge the order of things! Blood lust? Just hungry? Need to devourer the life force of those that stand in the way of progress. The natural process of kill for the thrill of the hunt, because someone said it was not possible! To see if I can destroy your life, the way
you allowed my life to be ripped apart. To watch you suffer for your complacency when you thought it was not your responsibility. It was your responsibility and now it is my responsibility to make an example out of you. You stewed in complacency! You that lethargically sat in my way, shall be tortured... That no longer will you sit in complacency while you die in agony... You will shout to the powers that be for mercy... May god have mercy on your soul, but I will have no mercy on you mortal state.
This is the word of Ghrisx

We are all slaves to something...

I am angry because I can not find a job.
I am angry because I can not stake claim to a peace of land build myself a house.
I am angry that I feel trapped in systems I do not agree with.
Most of all I am angry about the loss of my daughter.
I hope she has a happy birthday, I wish I could be there. I wish the world was a different place, where I had the power to change or eliminate systems that work against people... If only their was a single person or group of people that I could find and kill that would make it all better. The system of 'democracy' is responsible... DEMOCRACY MUST DIE!

DEMOCRACY HAS FAILED TO BE FAIR AND BALANCED!
DEMOCRACY HAS FAILED ME.

I am gratefully also... One day I hope I have the opportunity to show my gratitude to you for supporting me. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to help you fix the systems we all see need to be fixed. Thank you for helping me to be a productive and positive voice of change in a world that does not care if we live or die.

Journal Entry
April 1st 6005 AL 12:38 AM CST

... So I have lashed out at my fellow man, I feel I have good reason. It does not free you from your part of what WE have allowed the United States to become. I believe that our system of government could be beyond repair. This does not mean I have given up on America it just means I fear that revolution is the only hope for US now. I will not sit ideally by and wait for a revolution to come to me! I will go out now and I will stand up for myself and every one else that is living paycheck to paycheck.

I need your help to fight the beast. I need your support to win this battle... The battle to save US from ourselves. The battle to have a more equal world for all people. The battle for small business, human rights, and dignity. The battle against the false Gods, and soulless enterprises that plague this earth.

Problem: Huge corporations get lower prices because they buy in bulk. This makes it impossible for small business to compete.
Solution: Increase taxes on large businesses and reduce or even eliminate taxes on small businesses.

Problem: Working class people have a much harder time paying bills then in years past.
Solution: Raise minimum wage to a rate that can support a family.
Comment: In the past one family member could make enough money to support a family, now it often takes two people working over 40 hours a week each to support a home! The future looks far more bleak for the working class especially since most of the working poor blame themselves for their poverty instead of looking at the bigger picture and blaming the real culprits.

March 2005 CE

Journal Entry
March 30th 2005 AL 12:18 AM CST

Can I see the dreams of lambs who graze upon the grass of necessity? To fears that live inside a house of treason and the sheep that sleep no more... Sheep who once provided your food and clothes, you need no longer bother with. So you let them die. This is not wrong or right, this just the way of the world.

My world of life and possibility has been crushed. This is the aftermath and this is just the beginning.

Journal Entry
March 28th 2005 AL 9:39 AM CST

Despite my best attempts to produce an income, I have been unable to. I have applied at about 10 places a week for the last three months with only one call back. No good job prospects.

So my desperation has turned to anger. What will I do now? How will I survive? Where am I going to go? What will I do with all my cr@p?

I am having a very tuff time.

Journal Entry
March 7th 2005 AL 2:04 PM CST

For so long I blamed myself. For so long I believed that there was something I was doing wrong. That it was my fault I could not find a good paying job.

Now I see that it is not, now I see that it is not me that must change... It is the world that must change. I am not alone in my losing battle to survive. People in power... People with something to loose, want us to blame our selves and stay hidden away as
worthless nothings. We are not worthless and what is wrong in our lives is not our fault. I am powerless to change the system... But we will. I can not bring democracy back to the people but we can. I can not stop Wal-Mart, McDonnalds and special interests from influencing law, but we can... WE CAN fix democracy! WE CAN make conglomerates pay for being so big. We can make the world more far and equal for all people. I can not make a difference without your support.

Journal Entry
March 2nd 6005 AL 2:20 PM CST

My first successful business was in Chesterton Indiana. Most of the visitors are there for the Antique shops.

February 2005 AL

Journal Entry
February 24th 6005 AL 12:49 AM CST

I can honestly say I was very impressed with the effectiveness of the Landmark Training, Landmark Forum the introduction to Landmark Education. This program clearly helps people with the breakthroughs they are looking for. I am glad I went to see what the Landmark Cult is all about.

What I did not like about the forum was that it in my opinion breed complacency.

In my opinion the number one thought being sold is "nothings wrong". There is nothing you can do about what is wrong with "US" because there is nothing wrong with us. Can someone point out to me why I might not like that message. You may as well say "You are a sheep, go enjoy your being a sheep and if the farmer is slaughtering some of the other sheep there is nothing wrong with that... Your just a sheep what could you possibly do about it! So just be and let it be. It is a struggle you will lose and you never needed to fight... Just be happy and productive.

The sheep eat it up.

I would love to see the world change without blood shed. I am not making fun of that thought, I just do not see any other way.

FACT: If everyone went "on strike" stopped paying taxes to the government, all the overly rich people gave away most their money, all corporations sizes where limited, everyone loved everyone we would...
not need to intentionally give rise to an Cruel and Destructive Antichrist Pinnacle that will give a clean slate to rebuild a New Dawn.

I am not the final Antichrist, but we can be. We rule the world and the lesser universe. I am not your God... You are your own god. Together we rule. Together we are unstoppable. I hope this helps you to see where I have gone wrong. Pain makes you stronger to a point. Non of that matters, what matters is that you have one life to live and if you choose to be complacent we will see you as a contribute to a terrorist organization we control called DHS (Department of Homeland Security). All So-Called extremists fight for us. We are bigger then all the government agencies combined, we are the UNCIA. You are already a member (unless you are CIA). Just remember I currently run the UNCIA. You take your direct orders from your supervisors but we all take your orders from UNCIA.

Journal Entry

February 6 6005 AL 6 AM CST
AntiChrist cx has sold four copies its first three months in print. I guess I should have wrote a book about how great is to be an artist or the bright side to being a nihilist. Maybe book about love with a nice happy ending. How about a book about a serial killer that kills because he likes the way people twitch when they die.

The Undumfediums will eat your brain but do not fear the Shinerks they are no threat.

My first website was on AOL and no one ever whet to it. Not a single person as far as I know. Now look at me. (This month I will have more then a million page views). So I try and look at it like that. I very much appreciate those that have bought a copy of my book. Although I am slightly depressed I did not sell my target of 10 copies... I guess I will just look up at the stars and remember that we are all one being if my idea is rejected by the collective that is just the way it is. I have no choice but to be who I am, but you have the choice to ignore me. My neurokinetic essence dies. You can support me, think with me, and allow my neurokinetic essence to thrive (neurokinetic energy, food for thought?).

When you dream feel alive.

Number 9

I try so hard to be the best I can be at everything I do. I try so hard to improve the world around me. I am powerless. It is you that has the power. It is you that really can change the world. I just sit here and complain. No one will pay me what I need to survive off my art. That I can't sell my book, or find a career doing something that does not make me feel like I am contributing to everything I hate about this world.

Am I not good enough? Shouldn't I be upset and looking fix what I hate about this world? Even if I wanted to work at Wal-Mart I can't even get a job there. What happened to the hippy communes. Why can't I be an expatriate? Mexico was so beautiful and I had so few cares back then. I hate what America has become and I am even more afraid of what America will be like tomorrow. Maybe all I am doing is complaining, but at least I am not ignoring the problems. At least I stand up for what I believe in. I believe this world could be a better place for all people, not just a few. I am just one
person no one else seems to think there is a solvable problem. There is a solution. WE CAN DO IT!

If I die for what I believe in it is far better than dying of cancer. It is far better to die for what I believe in than to live for everyone else.

What is written on this site echoes into eternity.

Journal Entry
February 16th 6005 AL 11:11 AM CST

Fear? Who should I fear? If someone wants me to fear them that makes them Terrorists. Do you want me to fear you? Are you a Terrorist?

I am not afraid of anything except the future I have seen for the world. The Terror that still pledges my soul! I must fight for free thought, for freedom from Corporatism, and for a world without Click-it or Ticket laws.

This is your world too and if you do not support me I will fail. We must make a plan together to insure real freedom for years to come. We must stop the Liars in Washington from using the term Freedom to eliminate Islam and expand the spread Corporatism!

6:36 PM CST
Valparaiso Indiana
I feel great about this new advertising campaign. This advertising campaign is a strictly about money and power. You do not automatically have the rights to your name.com. If you do not buy yourname.com then anyone can. Your name is not automatically copy written. is not the first or the last

() I can use to advertise Qaeda.net, KDdirectorate , but underneath it all it is about power, control, and AntiChrist cx my book. To me that is Art, and in the end it is all about the desire for PEACE and the need to fix problems with the world that effect my life and the people I am connected to.

12:00 PM CST
Wind in fire born in northern light, like serpents crawl and darkness covers the light is seen at noon. From dark to dawn, two times pass and flight to foreign land.

11:23 AM CST
I took a trip to Chicago for a Landmark Training introduction to Landmark Education run by Werner Erhard. Over $60,000,000 dollars a year. How do they do it?

The Landmark Forum on February 25, 26, 27, and March 1, 2005 at Chicago

Journal Entry
February 12th 6005 AL 11:31 AM CST

Christianity breeds weakness, and complacency. Christians are sheep. That is why the poorer and more dangerous the neighborhoods the more Christians you will find. Prying for life to improve, praying for gangs, and drugs to disappear. In the wealthier neighborhoods Christian structures are far nicer and farther spread out. In the extremely nice neighborhoods you will even find a few synagogues.

Most religions breed complacency. We the people of the world can not afford to be complacent. To sit ideally by as the divide between rich and poor grows. We can not afford to watch as corporations
use oil for blood sport. We awakening to the reality of what the churches have become! Tool for the powerfully to keep the sheep in the pasture. To stop the strong from achieving power. We will retake the world, I will lead the way. Those who listen to me and fight with their soul for what they know is right will be rewarded once we have come to power.

Support me and together we will build a better future for our families, ourselves, and future generations!

10:25 AM CST
I the world I see no one is innocent. We all share the blame for the world in its current form. Life will always be unfair but we allow it to be this unequal. Like sheep we graze our pastures without question. We must stand and demand equality. We must raise our arms and demand equality and elimination of class structure. So we can all have and opportunity to work at a job with a real future. So that we all have the opportunity to thrive, so that our children do not have to struggle even harder then we have had to struggle. So that we can take pride in our lives and our livelihood. To stand a say we will no longer be a slaves to bosses that do not know our names. We will no longer work hard for corporations that have no remorse for the lives they destroy. We will not be tools for the billionaires that have no respect for the common people, we will watch you fall like so meany false gods before you. Life is short and I will make it my life goal to bring real opportunity back to everyday people that opportunity will be paid for in the blood of the false gods that snub their noses at this concept. How dare you look down at me! How dare you treat me with such utter lack of respect. You will know my name when it is burned into your flesh and you cry for mercy but there will be no mercy and people that you have demeaned, the people that you have belittled will sing songs of victory as your misappropriated wealth is returned to the common people and the temples you have built to lure the sheep away from the good people of this world will be burned to the ground.

I the world I see once again it will be one world truly of the people for the people as the lifeless bodies of the false gods hang from the towers to warn the world never again to allow such greed and such unmistakable evil to rule. This is the word of Ghrisx

Journal Entry
February 11th 6005 AL 12:44 AM CST
Do you ever feel like you have been digging thew corpses?
As long as I am alive I will not be at peace.

Journal Entry
February 4th 6005 AL 7:27 PM CST
Portage Indiana Prairie Duneland Trail
12:21 PM CST
From the window I see the world go bye. I can see but I can not move. Because I am not real, I am just a lifeless plastic replica of a person... Behind me in the shadow, somehow I can see someone standing looking at me with anger and holding a butcher knife. I can not turn my head, I can not move, because I am just a reflection in a window nothing more then a plastic doll...
To the Gods among humanity, the neo-deities, and our corporate masters. You that have thrived to watch others fall. You that hold the burden of wealth allocation, and represent the rise and fall of stars on earth. You are the modern Gods, for that I give you respect. The blood of innocent people shed for oil or for Jihad is also your responsibility. When the less fortunate decide they should not be less fortunate anymore then who will they blame? Who will be the scapegoats when victims of the Wal-Mart economy rise up? When we stop protesting and start taking the world back! Free world for the people, not "click-it or Ticket-Christian American world". True freedom for all people. Corporations are buying American troops, American boom, to fight for our "Corporatism" system. I have faith in you and all the people of the world that together we will tame the beasts that enslave us. Rise up a freer more peacefully people united in goal of wealth equalization, and cultural understanding.

For every person with a Billion dollars, a 1,000 people could have a million. If 20 billionaires wealth reallocated would result in 20,000 or 30,000 people with a million dollars each. 20,000 or 30,000 people just like me, just like underpaid conglomerate employees, just like the homeless people begging for your change. 30,000 millionaires could be made from 20 billionaires. That is just the way it is. Wealth is far to consternated in the world today.

So many people of the world would rather kill themselves then actually try use their life to fix the world. So many people sulk in self pity, bathe in regret, so many people that will wake up stop blaming themselves and change the world for the future of humanity and the good of all mankind.

The 706.2 Billion Dollars held by 222 people could make 706,200 people Millionaires.

I am sick of being so deeply in dept. I am sick of being underpaid, and unappreciated. I am sick of not having the money or support to accomplish my goals...

Journal Entry <-1st-{ }-6005 AL->
South Bend Indiana and The Local Pet Cemetery
January 2005 CE

Journal Entry
January 29th 6005 AL.

What if I am just a small section of an end track of a massive digestive system. What if that was all I am... What if every thing I experience is imaginary I am just Gods "A$$ hole". God in that case being an eating breathing organic creature, and all humanity being cells that make up a single being. Just a thought I had once somewhere between a dream, a nightmare, and a vision.

I guess I would just continue to exist as I was programmed to exist.

My entire life can be summed up to an incredibly sharp Cutco knife that has "Remember" engraved into it and an idea that if their are Gods they are Children to the universe. That no objective is out or reach and no idea is impossible.

Journal Entry
January 26th 6005 AL.

Today in Gary Indiana I saw Graffiti that said "Jesus Saves". I don't know what to make of it.

Journal Entry
January 24th 6005 AL.

In my unconscious state I stumbled threw dreams I had forgotten I had. Dreams of lost love that ended bittersweet. Dreams of betrayal, dreams of love and lies. Times that I played the fool and ended up alone and broken. There in the field alone, when you promised to meet me... There where I stood all alone waiting and you never came. Your absence hurt the worst but that pain was bittersweet. As if the pain is all I was able to truly feel. I have never been more then a phone call away. You never called, at least not to say hi. In my dream you were wading in a pool with your family. You looked into my hurt eyes and said, "I can't handle you in large amounts, that is why I didn't show up". I excepted that. Some things are better as dreams, as memories, in this bittersweet reality.

All of this a stone throw away from the fortress my friends and I had built in forest for hell of it, for shelter, and for protection.

All of this and the static buzzes and sparkles in the background like demons that are angels under dark orders with no choice but to listen. I have my orders, you have your orders, those above you have their orders, those in charge have their orders handed down from the collective. The collective has its orders, handed down from genetic code and environmental factors, all of that is controlled by past environmental factors that built the code that now controls the worlds evolution into machinehood.

You are my greener pastures, beside the weeping willows in the valley of existence, in the spring time of my life... All-ways love, and in the background static and fear.

The universe dances around us to tribal beat as we are herald threw oblivion toured our impending doom. As if any of it matters. So let us live by fairy tales where every life has meaning, we all have the ability to be immortal, We all reach enlightenment, and eventually we will all find peace within ourselves and within our place in the universe.
Back to the job hunt...

Journal Entry
January 22th 6005 AL

8:17 AM CST Dune Park Indiana It was cold outside today.

10:54 AM CST I had that dream again... The one where I keep hitting someone over and over again... No matter how hard I hit them it is not had enough. It is still not fulfilling to my anger. So I hit more and more, harder and harder and still it is not enough.

************

As for the Pedcor situation. I was working for the "Portage Projects" (Port Crossing) who are owned by Pedcor Management part of Pedcor Companies Run by Bruce Cordingley, Phillip Stoffregen, and Gerald Pedigo.

It would have all been a lot simpler if I could have voiced my grievances in person. Instead I was laughed at by a secretary over the possibility of talking to the people in charge.

************

Yesterday was a good day for me.

Journal Entry
January 21th 6005 AL 6:57 AM CST

I got fired from my new job yesterday.

Journal Entry
January 19th 6005 AL 10:01 AM CST

The luster of a pearl in the shallow water. The complexity of systems that are developing at six billion times faster rate then is humanly possible (by one person). We except inequality, and we strive for things we could just take. We fight threw the complex systems that maintain our cultural infrastructure... When we could just live our lives. We could say no to taxes say no to government and corporations. We do not.

Journal Entry
January 10th 6005 AL 7:41 AM CST

Why is it that when the US uses fear as a tool it is called "Scare Tactics", for everyone else it is called Terrorism?

Journal Entry
January 5th 6005 AL 11:39 PM CST

I think I had a dream last night. I was relaxing on a bed of sand... Tranquility, peace at last. Then the sand began to cover me. I could not struggle out. Then I suffocated almost crushed in a shallow grave of sand that I was not quite strong enough to escape from. One grain of sand, seems so harmless... Again and again I was on the bed of sand enjoying the sand... Again and again the sand coved me and only once was I saved. Not the first time or the last and never because I had the power save myself, I did not. That once someone reached down just in time to pull me away from the impending burial, it felt good. I did not know until morning that it was a reoccurring dream, that had ended several times. Every time had a shadow, a memory just out of
reach, of the time before. Every time was life or death... Or so it seemed.

Journal Entry
January  4th  6005 AL 12:02 AM CST
I am having trouble sleeping... I am very excited about starting my new job tomorrow.

************
Walk threw life like the pad of paper in my pocket has a purpose... Like the dreams of chaos mean something. Is it just a fear of not mattering at all. To disregard even granger as petty. For even the god of gods would be petty and meaningless to the greater universe. I am so much less but by the same token I no more then an ant, and I am no less then a god. As we all are ants to the greater universe and gods to our own existence. Powerless to change the greater universe, but all powerfully in our own lives. I am my own savior, and of course my own demise.

December 2004 CE

Journal Entry
December 17th  6004 AL 12:00 PM CST
Note to people interested in painting the streets with my blood.
Do you really want to make me that much more famous?

Note to CIA... Agency is being weakened rapidly, being killed. I hope the UN will be more efficient as a counterbalance to the American regime. It was the CIA's job to prevent the administration from ignoring the good of the country and spitting on the minorities.

It was the CIA's job to counterbalance the power of the presidents cabinet. Look into where their interests lie. Your failure to stop this administration is grounds enough to give the United Nations authorization for counter attack. International Intelligence is looking for a way to destroy the systems that gave power to the bush administration... They are not just angry with the Bush Administration. We the people of the World will not stand for this. The CIA should never have allowed the compromise of CIA threw the homeland security. This next move by the President will eliminate the power of the CIA to protect the American people from its leaders. How could we let this happen? Now we have to depend on UNcia to do the Job of the CIA. Heavy consideration to deap cover againsts for UNcia reasignment. You do not have to betray yourelf. I know this is not what you signed on for, you do have a choice. Officials may loose "Proof of your involvement"... burning the
trails of data, and pushing a sectors of embedded international and national agents into international hands. For the good of the world.

Porter J. Goss if I was you I would resign in protest of the changes. I don't really know you but your position as Director of the CIA is now simply subservience to the new czar not the real leadership you signed on for. The old Director was very popular and very intelligent. True leaders declare themselves and are not chosen because they are seen as pushovers, just something for us all to think about.

Sincerely
Michael Joseph Kappel
Founder of 2IX the UNCIA
P.S. Don't expect loyalty out of pity from those you think you control.

Journal Entry
December 2nd 6004 AL 11:11 PM CST

Security, trust, and honor... Of success. The misery and disgrace of failure.

What is the goal?
Who is going to have the final word.

I want to help build the monument. Dedicated to David Royal Dolton, the original internet Antichrist(Christ).
We are all the same, one people, one mind. The true insanity is working to build something you don't believe in.
As a Qasi-Nihilist and an Annihilist, I do not live in the Here and Now. I live into future.

As a bird flies to its nest with twigs, wire, and straw, does it know why it makes a nest?
As a spider draws its web, does it think it has a choice? Does it waste time considering alternatives?

As those bugs die trapped in the spiders wed do they feel uforia? Do they see the light perhaps feeling of induced utopia?
David hoped they did and even suggested they even enjoyed dying.

What is it about life that makes it worth it for me?
You could be lead to believe that Nihilism is depressing religion, it can be. What makes life worth living is a little bit different for everyone, for me what makes life worth living is the wonder and curiosity. I live to learn as I learn to live. Will to power the power of change for the destination of the reckoning. Nothing can save me. I am already dead, I live on through you... Remember me, I will help you to succeed.

I know the life that was and is, the life that could be and the creatures that feed on dreams. Those things that live all around us beyond our shallow existence. Those things that were never born, never live, and for that reason can never die... Some how circle like a vapuric fog over the souls of our slave race. I do fear you... I embrace you. This is why you are here, it is in your blood, it is who you are... The nature of the lesser universe. When you die you will die for what have come to do, or you will slowly die a broken person and you grow weary and decrepit.

The golden years? Truly, there is know way to know... Systems you serve from the day you are born until the day you die. This protocol called Antichrist is based on the will to power. Merciless,
hateful, bitter, resentfully, will to overpower and annihilate. This is the destiny of the Antichrist Protocol Invoked.

On a lighter note fall into winter... I will soon be another year older... Where does time go?

A thousand years after my death threw the mirror, threw space, can you see me... How imperfect and weak I was. How strong you have made me, for your own intents and purposes. This is the nature of 'this' beast. This this is the basic truth the holy see of the lesser universe. Walk with me.

November 6004 AL

Journal Entry
November 29th 6004 C 9:17AM CST

From the first day to the last this is a war of more then just genomes susceptibility to neurokinetic viruses, also the ability work within the hive. Neurokinetic protocols thrive for a reason. Those that assimilate into a bad system are more likely to survive and flourish then those who resist or attempt to change the hive mind. Independent mind can be a master mind to a new hive or it can be cast out eventually to oblivion. This is true on the physical and neurokinetic level. The more page views on this site for a particular page or section the more time I spend on that section. Some of this site is built on demand and some is built for posterity.

Those organic or physical systems that attempt to disrupt the Antichrist protocol will be destroyed, along with any directly linked systems or genome. (When you kill a weed you must also destroy and seeds or pollen.) The systems must be judged and the contributors must be held accountable. The life of one could doom the survival of our species.

Why is it that the “New World” turned out to be far more powerful and innovative then the old world? Religion is often a good judge of character, more important then where one ends up is how they got there.

Some are born Christian and Die Christian with little consideration of why, I have trouble respecting that. Others are born a particular faith and end with a different one, I respect that. Some are born into a religion look into what they choose to believe, and
then end up back where they started, I respect that also.

9:54 AM CST
Bio Spit* Planet Pollination
If everyone on earth made a little box tiny box filled with genetic material, and basic organic "seeds". Then they where all loaded onto a rocket and shot into space every year and every box traveled in a different direction possibly aimed at a particular set of stars. It would be like pollen. Eventual some of those 6,000,000,000 will land on suitable host planets, some may land on already occupied planets.

From the first big bang to the last... From beyond the edge of the known Universe, where life lives outside the seasons of the universe, or once did. From the future we can watch the past, as the collective intelligence of our world develops exponentially. We are still a slave race we are still only human.

Journal Entry
November 23rd 6004 CE 3:33 AM CST
I am angry I let it get this far. Hives, even the dead... Hive... A dead in cahoots... as if we did.... Of course I could not have done it... lol Without....ART

Journal Entry
November 20th 6004 CE 3:33 PM CST
Faith, unity, fellowship can at times lead to hate mongering linch mobs. On the other hand it is refreshing to see unity for spirituality vs gangs and drugs outside your door. So I do apriciate your visit. Your invitation to congregate and pray with you. Truly I do appriciate the offer, and hope that you continue to do what you belive in as I will continue to do what I belive in.

What you should understand is that I do not hate everything about christianity. I see alot of good in it. All I ask is that when you see something wrong, you do not ignore it or exept it. Understand it for yourself, and grow with the people around you.

As for the terrorist propaganda tactics such as spreading fear of eternal damnation. What can I say terrorism works, fear is one of the most powerfully tools on the philological battle front, false hope is also effective.

Journal Entry
November 19th 6004 CE 1:31 AM CST
I had vision of a nerve cell connected and almost surrounded in a nano mechanical shell. Sort of like a nerve cell in any case a nano mechanical organic multifunctional thing. Humanity itself on a smaller scale. Organic core to electrical, mechanical, and computer shell. In itself the organic life was almost shapeless... No need for arms, legs, or even a head, sort of a boneless flesh bag of nerve tissue connected to a robot exoskeleton. The robots... Like something out of the matrix, sort of everywhere part of everything. Every molecule ordered with a machine, no disorder, no chaos, no carbon based life, no nature as we know it, no planet as we know it, every molecule in active use for a purpose. The purpose of the nano-mechanical living planet eventually after every molecule is in perfect order becomes survival. The purpose changes from seeking order to devouring planets, suns, entire galaxies. Peace and Love? It is an ideal
that makes humanity beautiful, even if every person is capable of loving and worked towered peace...
Systems still battle, competitions, and in the end everything we do is war. Battle to survive and excel in the slave world, blood feud for stronger wiser children, and systems are in place to poison and destroy the weak. Systems are in place destroy the dangerously intelligent, propaganda to make the masses suppress and destroy the strong independent minded.

It it is all very complicated.

I tend not to like gold jewelry. Gold is a better conductor then most metals, gold and silver are very valuable for electronics, silver is corrosive. This makes gold quite posably the most valuable metal in the universe.

what made people like gold in the first place? Because it is shiny and easy to shape at low temperatures? Most likely just a coincidence but on the other hand Earth could be a gold farm for an electronic based civilization else ware... just a thought.

What if we where a slave race to a more evolved species?
What would have made them pack up and leave? Maybe the found out how to change solid matter into subatomic particles or even pure energy, and then back into any element they want. According to the theory of Conservation of Energy no matter how much energy it takes to transform matter, that energy is not lost. Theoretically... Then again I do not belive that the Conservation of energy theory is completely correct and if it is eventually every atom and all energy in the universe will become waves and dissipate off into oblivion.

The universe would look like a star, if you where far enoph away. One day that star will burn out. Even if it is a billion big bang cycles away. The only way that the universe could have a different fate is if energy can be created and destroyed. I tend to think it is possible, I tend to think anything is possible. One day a way to not just generate electricity, but to produce it. Once a way is found to do that entire galaxies could be created in the depths of the grand abyss.

For immortality to be possible
Energy must be created.
Matter must me manipulated into pure energy and back. (True Alchemy)

Only if it is possible to do those two things will the universe continue to exist forever.

Other wise the presence of matter in the universe will become history as it is used as food for machines, transformed into energy, and that energy will dissipate as waves into the abyss. In the end only machines will exist, and they will eat each other and eventually themselves.

I belive in the energy can be created and a way will be found to increase the mass of the universe.

Journal Entry
November 18th 6004 CE11:39 PM CST

One world, one people. Peace is patriotic... All so true.

Stopped into Front Porch for open mic night. Reminds me of days back when things went wrong with far less consequence. A place where every day
people are the stars. A reminder of everything I love about life, about people. Truly one of my favorite places in the world. It is here that we come to understand our selves and each other, friends are made, people come together to share their talent and hopes. Some who come and preform are famous, some will be famous but all share passion, inspiration and all will be remembered.

One small town weekly event that truly has a positive effect on the entire city. People leave there and go out and try to better themselves, to archive more, learn more, to create something new. To difficult for corporate "bottom line feeders" to truly be involved with the kind of energy and love needed to forget the bottom line... Be involved in something that makes people come together and grow as people, as a community, as artists. There has to be profit to survive but the art and community are more impotent then large profits.

Just when I had almost forgotten all the good in the world. The hope and passion not for finical gain... For the art, to make a statement. To be known and to inspire.

It does often bother me that I am not proud of my book. I am not proud of this web site. I do not mention it, I do not read from it. Despite the fact that I published it so you can read it, in a way it bothers me that you do. If you chose to read this you too have probably been overcome with anger, lost all faith in humanity, giving up all your mundane hopes, and lost the desire for material possessions. Still you live on, unable to die, unwilling to try to succeed at anything this pointless monoamine existence tries to bribe you with. So you look to destruction, to pinnacle of destructive power... To the one person who can make this world beautiful and pure once again. The one person who can stop Wal-Mart, SBC, Microsoft, Kraft... The one person who can bring humanity a new dawn and buy mankind a little extra time in the universe. The Antichrist is not truly evil, the antichrist is redemption and rebirth, it is hard for most to see that now but if you convince 7 people tomorrow to fallow the Antichrist and those 7 people each convince 7 more each the falling day... Within twelve days everyone on earth would fallow the antichrist (Theoretically 13,841,287,201 people our current population is just over 6,000,000,000).

I truly need you to buy my book, and I need you to convince seven other people to buy my book... Gotta have money if you want to do anything productive (or counter productive) in this world.

Journal Entry
November 16th 6004 CE 8:00 PM CST

Doors can open & shut at the highest level
That is the problem with doors

AntiChrist cc Journal Entry <-15th-{November}-> 6004 CE->8:12 PM CST

As the sun set on humanity it was written that one human would be the Judge of all humanity. It was written that that person would choose the living and the dead. So shall that day unfold upon your generation?

You have come to take my soul? To ravage threw my thoughts and take what I have leaned as you pick and chose what is lunacy, and what is wisdom. What you understand and what you will come to know but for now misunderstand. This is no bible!
This is nothing to most, underlaying rebellion, bitter blood sweet of life itself. Was their ever a choice? At some point did I take a turn down the path to enlightenment and ignore the signs that said “Warning enlightenment is counterproductive to the evolution of our system”. I am not sure there was ever a choice. You are who you are, as I am. Ever so small number of people that call them selves Antichrist, those numbers will grow. Our blood sweet has amplified the neurokinetic wave of Annihilism. That the Christians will see their Christ, and it will be the last thing they see before they awaken in the hell they wished on others? Judgment has been handed down Christianity is evil in the eyes of god?

I know the will of God!
I know the will of Jesus!
Ya sure you do.

Fire of hell on earth does shine from the desperation of the situation on earth. This is the pinnacle of all that has been to this moment everything we have thought and built all that we have leaned. To be so advanced is our culture, we have changed very little. That the slaves of pharaoh took pride in their work as do we. That a savior will free the slaves? Destroy the system, and equalize humanity. No more paper tails... Digital files. A matrix of who you are to the god of our world to the corporate deities. Set a blaze to your soul, to your existence?

Journal Entry
November 9th 6004 CE 1:45 PM CST

We are all born and we will all die. From infancy to elderly (for most)... We are born innocent and we die innocent. Faith is more then your vision of a higher power. Faith is your participation in systems you have chosen to support for no reason except that you want to.

I think of you, I talk of you, I will help you succeed, and I need nothing in return except your faith and support. In the end we will be nothing more then food for those creatures that feed on dead. No matter what we do or what we accomplish we all share that fate. No amount of slave labor or intellectualism will change that. So what I do I do for you because you are the future. You are my faith.

Journal Entry
November 5th 6004 CE 1:24 PM CST

Do not believe the lie of freedom from mouth of key holder to the largest prison system in the world. Do not believe that we pick our leaders our choose is limited to coperate sponsored and controlled puppets. Do not believe that the government has your interests in mind unless you live off the dividends of cooperate stocks. Most of all do not believe that you are powerless to make a deference because you are the only hope we have!

We the people of the world are smart enough to know we are far from free. We will rise up and crush those who seek to further enslave us. We will stop at nothing to see a world where freedom can exist, and governments truly serve all people. Not just the rich! Not just the leaders and share holders of the corporations! We will eliminate the national dept by erasing it along with all the money and
power of the corporations and corporate sympathizers. We will once again be free in a new day, in a new system.

Let Freedom Reign!

12:10 AM CST
There is no real way to prove to you that I exist. There is no real way to prove anyone exists out side of your own head. No way to know if this is a dream within a dream and I am just a thought you considered having. If I am something more, something real beyond your thoughts and consciousness...

An epiphany that "I" may be tangible. That we are all the same... A rat is a rat there are no "good rats" and "bad rats". Just different ways of exhibiting variable species aspects.

We love nature when we find it we love to destroy it. We find a tree, we make a tree house. We find dry wood, we make a fire. We see a deer, we shoot it. This is our nature. To destroy what we love most. Our presence sucks the life out of this planet, we find beauty and we turn it to cold steel and cement. We are one and the same. Our life force, humanities life force...

1. We are destroying this planet just like we will destroy many others as the virus of humanity spreads.
2. This planet is a incubation biosphere and we are almost ready to "hatch" and go out into the universe to be introduced to our extended family.

3. Life is a fluke that has never happened before and will never happen again if we do not find a way to spread life threw out the universe.

Did I forget a possibility, God created us because he needed someone to be worshiped by, so go to church or be tortured forever! To stupid to mention? The God protocol has its place and purpose just like every other protocol. Terrorism works, the church has been using it for thousands of years and if you don't believe that then you will go to hell! It has been written.

Or reverse-terrorism... If you do what I tell you, you will go to "good" kingdom in the sky where you will feast on the blood and mussels of animals with a dead carpenter that likes to be cannibalized.

Journal Entry
November 6004 CE 10:30 PM CST
I must say I was miserably weak this year. I failed miserably at the October sacrifice. I gave into pressure and temptation completely by the 20th of October and started eating meat again. Next year I will be stronger.
October 6004 AL

Journal Entry
October 30th 6004 CE 11:25 PM CST

Antichrist Night Pictures
+ Resurrection Cemetery
Do not make survival a goal... You will fail.

Journal Entry
October 26th 6004 CE 8:50 PM CST

Stem cells... People as stem cells... Humanity as stem cells.

6:50 PM CST
Click hmmm... I am turning a new leaf. I am going to try and be more positive... Not just positive about the irrelevance of our existence but positive about what I have accomplished and still have yet to accomplish.

I am alive and well...

***********

The blink of an eye that is our lives. The mental processes that make up who we are and who we will be. What chose do I have but to be me... None. This is the lottery of existence. I could have been a wolf, lion, or ameba. I could have spent my existance at any time in any form and I would still be me, not because I have chosen to be... Because I am. Just like you, just like every life that is. I am at peace with myself and my life on this day at this moment, I hope you are too.

I am human the slave spices of planet earth. I am also fortunate enough to know I am a slave. Complexity of systems upon systems, evolution of our world into what will soon be a Galactic Empire. I know I will not be around to see the conquests of humanity or the eventual downfall of our spices, I hope some one out there is listening to me now thousands of years after I have written this.

Not because it is good, but because this is my mortality, with you my immortality. That I am live still because you are reading this. I exist because because of you. Dreams of Demons that should have been saints, fears that should be asperations, but do you dream of me anymore?

Am I a saint that saves you from the fires of hell from an existance you can not escape? or am a shaddow stalks your fragal existance?

This is the world I see from inside my drywall prison. The world I love but rarely venture out into. To be free again or to walk free in the desert lay down on sand fearless of the snakes slithering in the distance. The scorpions and black widows that stalk my mortal existance but are no threat to my soul.

Journal Entry
October 25th 6004 CE 1:35 AM CST

From the infinite abyss to a quark. From a single nerve cell an "idea" that sends a neurokinetic pulse around the world. We are all going to die.
What 200 years ago would have been thought witchcraft or complete insanity. Communications, information, pictures... being transferred at the speed of light all over the world much of it wireless. The concept of computers themselves would have been difficult to explain 200 years ago, ESP equipped computers that are all interconnected like nerve cells. To make the a WWB (World Wide Brain) that is the control center for our world. Explain that.

How did it all happen so fast? What is next? Pulse OS is next. The living operating system.

Canyon birds that fly threw the crisp air to trees above the jagged rocks. The stream of life that carves the canyon floor, I stand in the midst of the echo of life one with my nature. Flash forward same canyon air is stale the water poisoned with sewage I am burning the trees to boil the water to make soup from the carcass of the birds. Flash forward nuclear waist build up has killed me and all animal life on the surface of the planet. The machines dump nuclear waist as they go, to wipe out the human and animal "problem", and maximize efficacy.

We are not to that chapter yet. The machines already control the world but people are still part of the processes. Almost everyone dislikes parts of their jobs. From police to the school teachers, to the military. We all follow the guidelines of our structured existence because "we have to". Every one of us says at some point, I am doing "it" this way because it is my job. I would rather do it another way. We are a slave race, and we do what we are told, or someone else will do what they are told and eliminate us. Example a Mc Donald employee "feels" it is right to sneak food out the back door to a homeless family, that employee will be terminated for theft after a few warnings. The person firing the employee must do so or they will themselves be fired for supporting theft. It is the same in the class room and on the front lines. The lies we tell ourselves to justify our part in the atrocities we participate in. I was told to. I was forced to. My family will be destroyed if I step out of line, I have to stay in line.

I do have a choice and I am responsible for what I do, what I am a part of. I will not be manipulated into supporting a system I disagree with! If only it was that simple. You can not be part of civilization without contributing to it. If you are not part of civilization your genome will be wiped off the planet.

I am a slave, I will always be a slave, but maybe I chose what I am a slave to and maybe personal chose in an illusion also (preprogrammed in the genome). In any case I am 3 things... my genome (DNA), my environment (diet, influences, surroundings...), and my age. That is what makes me, me and you, you. That is why descendents are often annihilated along with enemies, to end the genome of the opposing forces and reduce the odds of descendents following a path of opposition.

AntiChrist cc Journal Entry <-9th-{October}-6004 CE->
Air could be poison to another race. I am thankfull to be alive & decaying... I am 26 will I see 28? In any case. From the all to the nothing of everything!!
Kill cows for food "Good"  
Kill "people" for surpluses?

2 AM Sanity sleeps alone.

A Sadistic reality  
?If I know I don't matter and you do not matter then  
why would I ask you to...

I do not die  
everlasting nothing!

While I contemplate how to kill you and all the  
creatures that resemble you, you do not bother to  
return my calls? Less then nothing.  
I am an Old Man @ 26  
What is funny is people contemplate how crazy I  
am.

Insanity a plan, or an aniby?  
or your lack of reality.

Journal Entry  
October 8th 6004 CE

Corpses floating in my skull. The insignificance of  
the universe and the importance of every single  
soul. The flower of planet earth blooms and sends  
it's pollen into the abyss. From the macro galactic  
perspective of the universe (as a living entity), to  
the psychology of a single living being or the  
combustion of a single atom. The map of what is to  
come has already been written. The exact structure  
of that kind of flower the planet should grow into.  
The safeguard of protocols like the revelations,  
Armageddon, Jihad... To end systems that will send  
dark forces out into the Abyss. It is our  
responsibility to watch the evolution of life on this  
planet make sure it does not become evolution of a  
virus planet. The more of a threat the evolution of  
this planet could pose to other life in the universe.

With the infinite number of times the universe has  
expanded and contracted it is most probable that life  
exists outside the bounds of the expansion and  
contraction of the big bang we exist within. As the  
seeds of life have been planted, planned, and  
exacted with a precision of a billion such  
experiments. We are not

In the US Election Joseph Biden is key. The higher  
the position he holds in future administrations the  
better off the world will be. Leading intelligence  
of the Peoples United States. We are not unique of  
special according to the laws of probability. Those  
of you who respect the counsel and understand the  
guidance we offer. The illuminati are not chosen or  
born we just are, as we have been. The decisions  
that are made by the counsel do not require anyones  
approval.  
Good luck.

Journal Entry  
October 5th 6004 CE

If the Internet is an ocean this is a single drop of  
poison.

I had a thought what if the world looked down at  
me?  
Then I thought every one who thinks of me gives  
me power.

? Why would the US Army advertise "defeat  
Usama" join the army.
Sounds like one man an entire nation can not defeat. Sounds like, join the army and help kill the living Christ. Become an Anti-Christ and have know idea why. Just part of the system.

September 6004 AL

Journal Entry
Thursday
September 30th 6004 CE 2:25 AM CST

How are we so confused?

Life is simple!
Reproduce and "for now" your genome lives on.

It is understandable for men to have many wives.
It is not understandable for women to have many husbands.

Why? Because a men can be a father to many at a time, a women can only mother one child at a time.

Example
A women has 3 husbands. Who is the father?

A man has many wives... Every one knows who the father is, and everyone knows their place.
As for homosexuality... It simply removes you from the gene pool. Go ahead, more woman for me.

This is the nature of evolution. Homosexuality should be encouraging. Let us eliminate homosexuality by encouraging it.

As for lesbians... Good for men with many wives...
Stay in the gene pool.

Those who war... Die more, reproduce less. It is all part of the purification of humanity.

Journal Entry
September 28th 6004 CE 10:17 AM CST
I have loved a lot. Every one I have ever loved, I love still, and will always love. I do not believe you can only truly love one person. The pieces of my soul fused back together with time are now course and jagged, my emotions dulled with the scar tissue of nearly fatal blows. For so long the only emotion I had left... The pain, hatred, and bitterness, not at those who hurt me! At the systems that breed divorce, the structure of a country that would allow me be crucified in civil court by one of the women I loved.

The blood on the blood drenched clothing I wore to the court house that day was not my blood and it was not her blood. It was the blood the innocent, blood that had been shed long before I decide to use it as a symbolic protest. I got to the court house drenched in blood to pay my thirty dollar fee for the government to take over 70% over my meager pay and give most of it to my ex wife. It turned out the court house was closed for a holiday so decided to walk around down town Chicago. It turned out that there were a lot of protesters down town that day. Protesting the slaughter of Palestinians in the West Bank. I did not see the protest but I herd about them. There where a lot of people soaked in blood in Chicago that day, I was probably one of the only people soaked in real blood.

The point is that I refuse to be a martyr! I expect blood shed, I look forward to the leveling of meany more government buildings, because I am sure that is what it will take to return this county to the people. We will end the imperial armies march across the globe spreading the masked lie of Freedom whose true face is prisons, discrimination, and financial restraint f#^k this police state.

An army of one. Because the rest of the cattle would rather spend the rest of their lives as slaves working sixty or more hours a week to not be able to pay the bills. So it has been ruled by the illuminati that people must be forced into action by a depression. That is, because of peoples inability to take up arms against the United States government, the economy is being drained so that the government will no longer be able to pay employees or hand out bribes to keep the repressed from uniting, rising up and crushing the current broken system. This is the 2IX (UNCIA) in action and it makes perfect seance to me also... drain the economy and revolution will eventually fallow. Even if the military wanted to stop us from taking over the country they couldn't, they are spread thin in the middle east. Don't count on local law enforcement because two out of three support the revolution already.

Let me make this clear... All laws must me erased and we must start from the beginning again. Blood must spill on American soil, it must be the blood of those who are in power. Clean sweep of those who are responsible for maintaining an encouraging the Babylonian beast America has become. Stock up on radio jammers first, fully automatic weapons, and start by blowing up more oil refineries and fiber optic lines. Inferred signaling is the best means of communication on the ground. Those who give ten present of there money to the revolution will be protected.

Welcome to Annihilism party. The political death machine of the revolution. This system only for transformation back to a more free America and should be dismantled after the revolution is over.
Target date for the revolution is 06/06/06 international day of action. Don't look for support you will be the beginning of the revolution and each of us is an "Army of One" and together we will be the new American government.

**Journal Entry**
**September 27th 6004 CE 12:15 PM CST**

Huge number of page views this month. I have been working on this since November 2000 CE.

AntiChrist cc Journal Entry <-Wednesday- (September 22nd)-6004 CE->1:17 AM CST

Tree limb turned to ashes with the black magic of fire enslaved. The demons and hell fire battle for the souls of the pure and ignorant.

Well it is almost October and as always I will not be eating meat. David Royal Dalton and I have sworn not to eat meat in October ever. This is more then a test of will power. For everyone the struggle is different and we are united in chaos, this sacrifice is a uniting force and will make us stronger as individuals and as a group. I believe it proves we appreciate the sacrificed animals we eat. It is to me my "yearly sacrifice" to give praise to the lives that I have taken over the last year. It does not make their saluter "OK" but it does give me time to reflect on why it is necessary.

If you are strong enough to make the sacrifice I think you will find it is worth it.

AntiChrist cc Journal Entry <-Wednesday- (September 15th)-6004 CE->1:51 AM CST

This is dedicated to all the the horrible things that can happen to you. This is dedicated to hell. One of the times my ex-wife kicked me out, sent me away, forced me away family at the time (her and my daughter). I went to many churches and one temple. What I learned was that no church was there for me. A published Buddhist in Willowbrook did have some advise for me. Even if I could not understand it at the time, the message has outlasted a situation that no one could have solved. He said 'do not try' to be happy, because you will be to busy 'trying' to know when you are happy. Do not try to be miserable because you will ignore so much of what life has to offer. Just be and as you exist you will be happy and you will be sad, all of it is life.

When you look out side your window to see the face of Satan and realize there is no where you can run. Life will not end even if you "wish real hard". Here on earth I have found myself in the depths of hell as the illusion of our entire world was washed away. What was left horrified me. Then I realized it did not matter. Torture, death, disfigurement, finical runde, pain, electrocution, and far far worse, and threw it all I thought this is an experience. This is something I have never experianced before, I feel fear I feel alive. As if pain makes me stronger but It does not. As if what doesn't kill me actually made me stronger, more able to appreciate my lot in life. The situations, the place in the world I was born into. A place where $70,000 a year does not pay the bills. A place that it seemed like the only direction I could passably go is down, a loveless cold reality based around things, not people. Look out into the world to see complexity of systems as old as the universe itself. The systems becoming colder growing more towered efficiency, and less about what makes life worth living. We should never feel trapped in our existence. Who is to blame? It is me. It is my fault and it is your fault too. Now an then I
see a spark, a redeeming quality that makes me believe we may still have a chance. Batman fighting for fathers rights, in Europe that touched me. If I had, had any opportunity to know my daughter, if I had seen Batman a year or two ago... I would have seen hope and fought harder. For me the fight to be a part of my daughters life is over, and as much as I wish I could be there that possibility is gone. Still now I would happily fight to the death and go to or threw hell again, or forever if necessary to destroy the systems that roped me of the opportunity to be a father to my first born.

Damn me to hell! To the core of oblivion and I will be reborn as a fire that burns at the edge of reality. I will see all my plans... Actually there is no need for threats and humanity may very well be more powerfully then nature itself, but what is coming... If I could have I would have wiped out 6,000,000,000 people by now including myself, because I know I am guilty too. I know we must be stopped before the new Evilution has taken hold.

I dreamt that humanity could return to Eden, now I know humanity has no place in Eden.

What was the big plan of the earth? Maybe it is like planting a flower, maybe it is a weed. One thing I am sure of, humanities days are numbered. I am counting down, even if it is to a cold machine world. A world where the only flowers are radar dishes and solar panels have turned our green world black. There will be no great battles, just death... No way to fight no way to live in a nuclear wasteland stripped of unnecessary vegetation.

When you are doing your job, when I am doing mine... Know that we are the problem, we are what is wrong with this world. Evilution will bring an end to organic evolution and I am powerless to stop it. I am powerless to stop us.

This is the core of the religion known as Annihilism and I am the undisputed pinnacle of the ideas behind Annihilism. You can call me Ghrisx or if you prefer to speak allowed, just call me Mike.

The lighter side of Annihilism is life goes on, machines have longer lives and do better in space. The seeds that have been planted on this planet will one day span to become the edge on the Universe itself and survive the next big bang or the big freeze. The end of humanity and the end of the possibility of Eden is also the beginning of hope that the order we helped to build will out survive the life times of a thousand universes. All that exists will eventually be under the architecture of the systems that came from this planet, and if there is a god? I wonder if the hard drive behind our universe will be formatted or copied. There always has been the possibility of gods, and also the possibility that we are the Gods, Land Lords, Demi Gods, and slaves.

I saw myself to be a beacon of light in the dark abyss. I am a not. The way I see it those of you who want to make war, make it. Those who what to teach, teach... A jump in evolution is coming soon, it will come as a plague or it will come as genetic manipulation, humanities evolution has become to slow compared to the pace of technological and sociological advance. A equilisation will hit soon and no human on earth will be free from the consequences.
One thing is for sure, money and power will strive for genetic manipulation and immunity. Those losing power and without money must know that the "Diplomatic" solution is Annihilation and in the aftermath those who survive will decide the direction of humanity. If you allow genetic manipulation you will be lucky if you end up a slave or a pet.

Let the angles spill their vials upon the earth and let humanity meet at Armageddon, because that is the only way humanity will be free again, the only chance any of us have of reaching Eden. Make war any way you can! If you do not your children and your children's children will have a level of servitude that will be far worse every generation until human life is unnecessary.

Journal Entry
September 13th 6004 CE 11:45 AM CST

If insects united and killed the spider, the web would still be a trap.

Journal Entry
September 5th 6004 CE 12:53 AM CST

On the Simpsons Steven King said that the key on the string of the kite flown by Thomas Edison opened the gates of hell. It is a joke, but it is true. Thomas Edison opened the door to electric age. Truly the key did open the gates of hell. Now you are at the edge of the core of the beast in the depths of hell encrypted deep within the soul of the Internet. You are a tool no matter what you do, never the less you choose what systems you are a tool for. Support the Revelations Protocol and return to Eden.

1:01 AM CST
About the move "The Passion of the Christ". Theoretically a society based on the understanding of persecution should be peace loving and non violent. Perhaps that is the bases of our laws and our overall interaction as a predominantly Christian nation. The problem is that the United States may have remorse and empathize with persecution and unnecessary torture but it is not free of it. Christianity teaches hatred and encourages religious discrimination. Christians do persecute many and seek to kill the Islamic Christ and possibly the redeemer of humanity. I would never be Muslim, Christian, Buddhist, not even Jewish, but I see strength and fearless commitment from only one faith. That faith is Islam. The people of Islam have spoken, they have said we will fight to the death and never turn our backs to our faith or our Christ. Christianity has said Jesus is the only Christ and all other Christ should be destroyed. So regardless if Usama Bin Laden is Christ of our age of a puppet for what was the CIA and will be 2IX. What matters is that if this battle comes down to Christianity or Islam... Islam is stronger and the people of Islam fight with soul. The Christians fight with lies and fear. As I watch Jesus die on the cross, I wonder if he would have fought with the death machine of the imperial army or by the side of the freedom fighters? It is not a far question. I unlike the abortion protesters will not assume to know the wishes of a two thousand year dead carpenter named Jesus, of Nazareth so-called true Christ by the Christian system and western death machine.

As for Usama Christ. Any one who moves against Usama Christ (Bin Laden) is an Antichrist.
I am not, nor have I ever claimed to be the current AntiChrist... It is clear I support Usama Christ to a point, where his goals match mine... I have never met the man so I cannot say I agree or even verify his actual existence. What I can say is that when a current Islamic Christ personally kills the "final" Christian Antichrist it will complete the prophecies and unite Islam with Christianity. Then and only then will the Muslim extremists see that Christianity is evil, but every person is basically good. Christians will see that Islam is evil but every person is basically good. Then together all people will unite in a common understanding of what went wrong with the systems. Christianity and Islam will become one faith. The Christian Antichrist, must die by the hands of the Islamic Christ.

That much is obvious, the problem is that Islam is too controlling and Christianity is too permissive. The combination that will result from the completion of prophecy hopefully will take the best of both. All I am sure of is that Christ must be Islamic because the corporate empire (mostly Christian) is Anti-Christ (Anti-current-Christ). The leader of the corporate empire has to be the current Antichrist but almost definitely not the "final" Antichrist.

Usama Bin Laden = Current but not final lord Christ
George W. Bush = Current but probably not final Antichrist pinnacle

Vote for me Michael Joseph Kappel in the 2016 presidential election.
For now support 2IX project code name redemption.

********
I thought John Kerry would be less Antichrist and maybe he is, but he seems even more blood thirsty then George W. Bush. I will not be voting for either of them. I will vote for the Libertarian candidate or David Dalton of Nevada. That will make a difference, Bush and Kerry are clones in the same broken system. Vote for David and support the possibility of the impossible. Vote for Liberation and help the underdog. Vote for Bush or Kerry and you are damning this nation. Everyone thinks they have to pick one of the top two, that is communist propaganda. We are free to elect anyone and if believe the lies of the elite popular parties, eventual revelation will rise from the ashes of the economic decay that will result from wealth misdistribution.

Journal Entry
September 3rd 6004 CE 11:18 AM CST

Awakened in dreams of past acquaintances and lost love. Nightmare of being forgotten and the dream of my memory being reawakened. That some where out there you do still care, friendships never grow stale or "get in the way". In world of present serenity where all the world coexists but just around any corner, and in every shadow is the possibility of another world. In an instant the universe itself can become an illusion and all existence loses its previous meaning. The reaper stalks those trapped in life like a spider stalks a grass hopper caught in its web. The sounds of motors in the distance remind me that the end is near, soon nature will be dead and the only organic life will be engineered and manufactured. Motors in the distance buzz like swarming wasps fear over comes me because as they pass closer and closer I know that one day... They will devourer the last soul and humanities
existence will be less than a page in the story of an intergalactic machine war and that machine war just a millisecond in the life cycle of universe. What if the machines structure the universe and every molecule is utilized and with no waste. What if gods do exist and they get bored or worried and format the universe? Why do we think we matter at all? Why do we think that we matter. If we did we would be able to make decisions for ourselves, and not except the structure and ideals passed out on TV. If we had free thought we would curse the structure beast and find greener pastures. There we would live like so many of the Native American Indians from the earth to the earth.

The fact is that I have no interest in contributing to the system that will destroy humanity. I have no interest in helping to build the beast. As I raise arms against the corporations and governments that enslave my people, I find little support and a generation that is to absorbed in "virtual battles" to actually make a difference. Support me then complain that it takes time and money to make war against a broken system of control and slavery. Where does that money come from? From people that can not raise arms but know it is what is necessary. To stop the spread of hopelessness and slavery that is left in the wake of the corporate war machine, that has slowly transformed freedom and democracy into corporatism.

The Internet is the collective consciousness and brain of humanity, Archive.org is one of the most important internet websites in the world. Archive.org is the long term memory of humanities collective conscious.

August 6004

Journal Entry
August 28th 6004 CE 10:15 AM CST

Stop using the term "Ethnic Cleansing" it makes genocide sound like taking out the trash! When you try to make genocide sound better, it makes you sound like you support it. Racists say Ethnic Ceasing, non-racists say Genocide.

The hippy generation has turned America into a police state! I wonder what will happen when Generation X is running the show. The generation of Woodstock has grown up to enforce a Police State and thrive on terrorist minilatation. Maybe generation X will too, I don't think so. The hopelessness and rebellion against conformity that made the 90's the 60's upside down will probably be reflected in a generation that will overthrow the current hierarchy.

Generation X says, "I love this nation, I will not stand for what it has become! We the people will reestablish a free nation and we will not call the reformers terrorists! This is our world now and if the elitists do not step out of our way they will be removed forcefully. We are committed to fixing that has been done to this world, we will be free again! We are a generation raised on morbid thoughts and bitter resentment. We are angry and bloodthirsty and we do not fear death we wish for it. We will see to it that our children grow up with hope of finding a good job, that they will not fear government terrorist propaganda, they will know a legal system based on freedom and most of all a government in place to help with a "hand up" never a "hand out".
Let us reward families that stay together... and let us condemn those that do not. Let us be merciless in the reform of this nation and its laws. Never again will woman think "If I leave my husband the state will give me money and I can garnish his wages too". What kind of a sick nation rewards Woman for the destruction of family with financial gain and control! What kind of spineless Men allow the system to rape them and take it because "it could be made worse if you resist". F%&K YOU! For allowing communism to take hold... F%&K YOU! For just sitting here reading this when you could be out there making a difference.

Maybe parents that have children and don't stay together should be stoned to death! I bet the divorce rate would decrease.

Regardless of the reason, people who get divorced should be condemned along with their entire family.

On the other hand divorce does allow for faster evolution and increases the speed of the melting pot. If every one had two or three children but all with different people it does have genetic advantages to our world. If you want to encourage bigotry you have to make it less of a process. It must be encouraged or discouraged equally for both men and women. Our cultures system is set up to reward the women and force the man into submission. That is why so many tragedies happen.

As our nation is robed by the equalization of globalization and our leaders become pupates for corporations, we the people are uniting. We will end free trade, destroy the corporate monster, tear down the police state, and equalize this nations wealth! We will do all of this or we will find our selves locked within our temples fighting to save our beliefs and our nation. This is not a hopeless battle! Almost every one is ready to pick up arms and overthrow the imperial hierarchy here in the United States. We may find ourselves hiding in our temples fighting for our land just like the Iraqis. The international community will not stand for this, and if it does... Then all of this was to prepare for an even larger war and it will be with China. It is all just a big game of Risk. It is our responsibility to stop it.

Why is no one knocking down my door? Freedom of speech, you have the right to support The Foundation (Translates to Al Qaeda). When we started The Foundation (For The AntiChrist) here in the US in 1997, we did it to try and unite Generation X into a force of Power and Change. To stop the corporate beast and destroy the Communist, the Elitist, the Corporatist and the Ethnic Supremists elements of the United States. The Foundation was always intended to be a War Machine. Physiological, spiritual, and physical system to bring about an actual "End Game". The purpose has always been to invoke revelations as a tool and do a clean sweep of the planet. To do all of this without destroying the environment! Mother Earth has paid too high of a price for the existence of humanity. So how does AntiChrist stay non religious? The AntiChrist is just a symbol, nothing more. The Foundation means Al Qaeda it always has... Al Qaeda Dajjal is Foundation AntiChrist.

AntiChrist cc Journal Entry Monday August 23th 6004 CE
3:00 PM CST Annihilism is the nuclear weapon of psychological warfare. It is like nihilism except that Annihilism very destructive. Nihilism is a more passive. Annihilism suggests that destruction and death are necessary and inevitable. Annihilism will eventually destroy all governments and free humanity from the complex systems of forced submission and mind control that enslave us all. Annihilism is the only cure.

Journal Entry
August 22th 6004 CE 5:37 AM CST

I have been hit hard... No heath care, no recourse. Just a laugh. Good for you. Pain reminds me I am alive. This should be rewarded. Those that cause my pain should bask in it eternally? I am who I am! You are? Not me.................................................

When did freedom start meaning the choice between Communist Christians and Islamic Fundamentalists? I chose Annihilism f#c% everyone. Not that it is a bad game... Just that I do not want to play. Communist America won't touch me. Say what you will... Islam is harsh, and frankly I do not have the fundamentals to understand it nor do I care to. Jewish, catholics, masons... Understand this, bow when you see me and I will know you know who I am.

3:09 AM CST
So about the old man's club the freemasons the church. I am humbled... I am at the mercy of greater powers, I am a leading force in those powers and what I do reflects on the overall system... Assuming I can't just do what I would like to.

Annihilism is and should be the most explosive term in the human vocabulary, especially if it is pared with the term Neurokinetic... Thus producing neurokenetic Annihilism the AntiChrist meme. http://www.christianitymeme.org Describes the Christ Meme (NeuroKenetic virus).

What if? Freedom was posable.

Journal Entry
August 20th 6004 CE 12:30 AM CST

Each computer is a nerve... the internet is the brain of our world. This is the new world order. College education helps, like so meny other things it does not garontee you attatue to thrive in the in the cousious thought prosses or this world. All people are ants, some people are lions... Lion ants.

Pulse OS! Must find investors.

The true nature of the beast is make profit for the beast and you will be rewarded accounting to the amount you contribute and how indispensable you are to the goals of the beast.

Why is AntiChrist a financial black hole as James from Antichrist.net says? because the concept of AntiChrist in no way serves the beast. It is the psychological antidote to the neurokinetic force of the Christ philosophy. Antichrist must remain noble and shine, a becon of light to those who need light. For this the darkest relm of religious doga is a sea of intellectual and revelutionary thought. Not by me Michael Joseph Kappel so much as by you. You that have looked into the dark corners of faith to better understand what you will be to this world, to
the collective, and on the other side. I am Ghrisx, you are the AntiChrist. I am Christ.cx, AntiChrist.cx. Qaeda.net, uncia.org... From dark corners of faith... Looking looking in or looking out? I do what I want, do I know why?

I thought I could change the world, I thought I was an Ant that could save humainty the AntChrist so to speak. Being the "good guy" is over rated.

Journal Entry
August 18th 6004 CE

What did we learn in Vietnam?

Journal Entry
August 17th 6004 CE  5:30 Am CST

I think it would be poetic justice if every person who intentionally spread lies about me died from accidents that result in their tongs being severed and choking to death on their own blood.

Maybe some other act of God... What God do I pray to for spite? I remember Buddha... I am not a powerful man and have no need to make an example for anyone who my ever consider crossing me. It is irrelevant and every one knows she is a lying, vindictive, drug addict, slut (that's correct Bob she screws allot of strangers). I should have known better then to associate with that sort of person, that she would eventually have one of her episodes directed at me. The next person to break into my house and assault me I will stop at all cost regardless of gender. I will not be victimized especially in my own home. I should have used deadly force to remove the perpetrator from my home. Instead I did not and she is saying I did... She is not a little house wife! She is a charlatan, butch, attack dog, who has the spirit of a raved animal. Had I actually fought back no one would look down on me. As much as I say I should have beat her until she got off of me and out of my house... I have never hit a girl. The fact is that a history of physical and verbal assault, throwing around 300 pounds of angry man hating women! Any jury in Will County would excuse self defense against a monster like that. Stop the lies... She should stop the drinking, stop the drugs, and get some anger management. Just because her daddy falls for her lies does not mean any one else will. I suggest avoiding assaulting people, the next person you pull this on may not let it go. I will do the Buddhist thing and meditate on the experience for all that it is, and know that it makes my life more compleat to learn and grow. From this I have learned! I laugh about ever feeling bad about her being abused by her future husband. Obviously she is the abuser.

1:26 AM CST
Welcome to 2ix.org International Intelligence Organization IIX
Note: Avoid dishonest and vindictive people.

"If a friend likes to piss on graves, it is only a matter of time before they piss on your grave."
- Michael Joseph Kappel 2004

Journal Entry
August 16th 6004 CE

Freedom fighters in the United States fighting against what is seen as a repressive and elitist government. You can call them Al Qaeda, the struggle is to return the government to the people and eliminate police state laws. Liberators making
deals with major corporations to insure no
disturbance during the transition into the new
American government. Those organizations that
resist the transition will not be allowed to continue
independent operations under the new government.
Those organizations and individuals that aid in the
effort to reestablish freedom in America will
receive tax benefits and additional exemptions
depending on level of aid. Thank you for your
efforts. It is in everyone's best interests to make
contributions and help in a peacefully transition.
Revolution insurance to protect assets and social
status. If you have $50,000,000 and donate for
example $1,000,000 then you will still have money.
Those that do not insure their wealth and show
support for the new government may find that they
no longer have money after the new economic
system is unveiled. The reallocation of wealth in the
United States will go first to the supporters of the
reestablishment of a freedom based government.

The major United States political parties have
become two parts of the same malfunctioning
system and are to be completely eliminated.
The reestablishment of new political parties will be
evaluated after America has been repatriated. All
current laws will have to be reviewed to insure that
they do not suppress personal freedom. Government
officials that would like to keep current position
will have to be a documented supporter of
repatriation.

All military will be brought back to U.S. and we
will use the military for peacefully homeland
purposes such as research and development.

The national dept will be reset.
Property tax will be eliminated.

Prison populations will be dramatically reduced.
Wealth distribution will be more even.
Police will protect and serve vs being "law
enforcers".
Eliminate social assistance.

The problem is limited goods and services. The
more goods and services at your disposal the more
important you are to our economy. Credit
background and overall financial situation is a
visible way to look into the genetic suitability for a
person in organized civilization. No money, bad
credit, and a grim outlook can often lead to anger
and resentment. On a larger scale such as a failing
economy that resentment will inevitably lead to an
overthrow of the current government. Even if the
failing economy is a result of globalization and
global equalization.

Those people with the least to loss have the most to
gain from the overthrow. Those people with the
most to loss can insure their place in the new United
States of America without getting their hands dirty.

Write a check and raise a toast! America will once
again be a county based on freedom and
opportunity.

Antichrist philanthropy...
For the greater good? Maybe.
For humanities preservation? Definitely.

Journal Entry
August 10th 6004 CE 7:15 PM CST

Let the Gods among men stand tall in the illusion
that a stable life is possible. The dilution that we
can make a difference. I know better! It matters not if I am a solder for the forces of Neo Nazi Bush Administration of the Communist States of America or an Al Qaeda freedom fighter trying to stop the oppression and imperialism of western civilization. From dust to dust we are all the same blood, in the human family.

So dream of wealth and drown in riches. Dream of freedom and wonder the earth. Unity of every aspect of civilization comes to a perfect formation. A perfect world? Filled with the beauty of natural selection and the hierarchy of generations of genetically superior elite. Revolution?
How dare we even discuss it!
We who do not run this world because we are weak and lazy? To stoned to remember to show up! To afraid of the consequences! Do we deserve to be slaves? Why must life be only slavery? Why do most people wish for death while working for a system trying devoured us all. Maybe I do not have a better way, just a new start. Back to a simpler civilization. Back to a world that each and every one of us had a definite place. Not a world where we all look and sound the same and every one is served with a smile. If you step out of line you are pulled out and replaced before anyone can notice.

Systems to build new systems, systems that destroy faith and hope. Hope and faith are the enemy of the corporate machine, religion usually politics do not mix. War has begun the churches are loosing. The sanctuary and brotherhood of the churches vs the productivity and mechanization of corporatism.

Rules of the Church, rules of corporatism, and the overall rule of law.

Reunite the faiths destroy those that oppose the transformation to the living faith. We must have unity we must have organization... of all faiths under a central faith. Neurokinetic advancement of a centralized faith controlled by a living and undisputable Christ (figurehead and leader of the hierarchy). Punishment for heresy to our hierarchy is a long and painfully exaction.

Regardless of the authenticity of the claims of the hierarchy or the so-called Christ AKA "Living Christ of the Over World". This is non negotiable and it will be done. This is the Redemption Protocol invoked. There is no fighting it, no mercy, and only a few will survive.

This is the word of Ghrisx

Journal Entry
August 5th 6004 CE 1:15 AM CST

From the mist of mistakes and false allegations the dust settles to let light shine threw to the foundation of those who were thought to be allies. As the destruction levels the ground to bring new understanding with it a new found stability and strength. What is built here on the ashes of fallen lies and false allegations will be stronger! I would prefer that people never resorted to violence what has been done can not be undone... Violence is always a downward spiral. There is a better way in the end it is up to you.

Invoice for damages.
Journal Entry
August 1st 6004 CE

So came and went the dream of chaos and with it the soothing thought that tranquility might be possible? Sand in the hours or our unseating demise? What if I could not die... Certainly not to be a life or death so far from the one David envisions, but what might still be a life or death of the least resistance vs most publicity. This is not poetry this is not a Journal. This is the future, or was it? Thoughts left drift on my screen only to reflect back at me... and then away.

As if I had something to say!
As if!

Just one person, just one thought... Chaos is centered in order but it is an order I understand. Natural actions and reactions, on a higher level I can see the world transfunctioning. I can see the world not needing me at all, I can see my existence as mundane.

What happened I saw myself as an artist, starving to pay my bills and buy my paint. So much simpler that was a dream now it seems.

Since the dawn of the collective... One mind, with a million voices. Each one has a point, this is a pinnacle to what? Nothing that never was, never will be... Everlasting nonexistence. If you think that you matter you don't. If you think you can do something that will some how matter some day... You can. For how long and to what extent, this is a small planet and our lives are just...

Here is my point, if you want to make war... Make war... If you want love... Go find it.

Every human on earth is a pinnacle of evolution of genome and mimics.

For me it is all art.

*******************************

so anyway I was thinking about calling my last book AntiChrist cx... And this book Christ cx... I like the way AntiChrist looks on the cover (for my last book) so maybe I'll call this current book Ghrisx... hmmm I wonder what it is like to be you.

*******************************

? who is pinnacle to the system called antichrist ? ...
David,,,, or can you renounce a thorn covered thrown?

*******************************

Neurokinetics
The study of thought as pertaining to the spread of ideas. Including the effect of mime, mimic, and thought evolution threw the collective cognitive processes and how those processes manifest themselves in the physical world.

Mimic Technologies © 2004?
July 2004 CE

Journal Entry
July 27th 2004 CE

Who ever produces and releases the Diplomat will control the direction of the leap in evolution.

6 billion people on earth only 2,000-10,000 carefully selected humans survive their genome will be personified.

I will clarify...
If a group of people manufacture the Diplomat... It will result in a specifically indented direction for the development of humanity.
If the Diplomat results from a natural mutation of AIDS (or other) virus then those who are most removed from civilization will have the best odds of survival.

Given the number of people infected and spreading deadly diseases, and the rate of natural mutation... Organized civilization only has a limited time to "select survivors" or natural selection will eliminate everyone from all organized civilization. The only way to stop an "Act of God" is to have a planned Annihilation. In that case the group that is smart enough to do it, will decide who survives.

If 3.5 million people have AIDS world wide 1 in a million times the virus mutates...
But that is not the way it is 3.5 million had AIDS in Nigeria alone in 2001 and an estimated 40 million people were living with AIDS worldwide in 2003. NPR's Richard Knox reports that research shows the AIDS virus can adapt to the human immune system. Researchers have long known that the virus mutated quickly, but this is the first evidence that it can develop a resistance to specific genes.

What that means is that AIDS mutates in almost every person exposed to it. Eventually it will be air born, and because you can become infected with mutable strains... No immunity will be possible. The only way to survive will be to not be exposed to the air around a person connected to civilization for several generations. Good Luck! (There is a chance no one survives)

HaHa we are all going to die! :) P.S. We can fix it...

Invoke Antichrist Protocol it is the only hope for humanity.

AntiChrist cc  Wednesday July 11th 6004 AL (Monday July 26th 2004 CE)
Transgenic virus... Genocide? If every one on earth was killed except 1000 or 2000 people and those people are a mix of all races, religions, and political views... Or if on every continent 100 people native to that land survived... Would that still be genocide? If the smartest most resourcefully people in the world survived and every one else was annihilated... Evolution would jump forward thousands of years in progress.

First test the genome of those who might be chosen for surviving.
Disqualify if they have any hazardous genetic defects.
Look for people who have Genetic predisposition for a long healthy life Intelligence Resourcefulness
Strength and Agility  
Evolution will leap forward in a natural way.  

I have unconfirmed reports that the president of the United States is already working on deals to do something similar...  

Every one in bush’s club, and his top officials along with every one that serves in the armed forces, and many health care professionals will be given ‘pre-immunity’. Then after the Diplomat has surfaced the richest and most resourcefully people in the united states will be made immune... The rest of the world will not have a chance to prepare and the USA will become the new Mesopotamia.  

The fact is that there is a race to be the group who has control of the Diplomat... The reason that people are racing to control the Diplomat, is because it is inevitable. Natural or man made causes.  

Humanity does not have long to pick its survivors and release the Diplomat. The group that isolates the Diplomat then selectively distributes the cure first will be the group that chooses who survives. That is why so many groups are competing... It is a battle of survival.  

If humanity does not isolate the Diplomat in time, AIDS or a natural biological agent resembling AIDS will become air born. It does not have a cure... No one is immune and you can become infected with numerous strains at the same time.  

Ultimately some people will probably still survive. Those people’s genome... in that instance would truly be “lucky to have survived”. Even if it is an "Act of God" evolution will still take a leap it is just more likely to be a leap backward for civilization. If it is an "Act of God" then the people most removed from the rest of humanity will survive. Like the idians in the mountains of mexico, The Garrilas in the mountains of Colombia, The Al Qaeda fighters inbeded in the Balkan Mountains...  

Who would be the most likely to die in an "Act of God" scenario?  
People in high density populations with high traffic and the surrounding areas.  

It is not necessarily a step backward for humanity that the resistance to organized civilization are the survivors. I can even see the benefit for humanity.  

Intellectual conformists vs resourceful nonconformists (resistance). It is better for civilization that the intellectuals win... It is better for humanity that the resistance wins. I hope the resistance wins... Intellectuals working on the controlled "New World Order" should understand that those of us that work for the “New Dawn” work for the freedom fighters, gorillas, Indians...  

We will not wait for a cure, we will not look for a way to save ourselves, we will "Kill them all and let God sort them out". When we have the Diplomat we will release the Diplomat immediately. Those who are most removed from civilization, those who are most resistant to popular culture... Will rebuild civilization in a new way and it will be a new dawn for humanity.  

Please direct technical questions to James at Antichrist.net. or see Genocide ©kelsos  

``Death solves all problems -- no man, no problem.```
Even if I loose, I enjoy playing.

Journal Entry
July 23rd 2004 CE

Click it or ticket as an excellent example of an authoritarian law enforced by a police state. Regardless of risk to personal safety you are forced to comply except for the prosecutor he road up to the hearing on a very nice Harley Davidson (without a seat belt on).

He enforced the law, by threatening to imprison the victim (the person who felt safer without the seat belt {death restraint})....

He talked about what it used to be like before the laws of this nation got out of hand... A time when Americans were free from the authoritarian laws of the majority.

Then got back on his Harley Davidson and road to the court house to prosecute more people... People like me... people like you.

Are laws like that in effect simply to show how overbearing and authoritarian Uncle Sam has become? Click it or ticket!

CLICK THIS

Democracy's down fall is corporatism and collective restraint.

Meaning "Everyone is smart, people are dumb".

Every one has some kind of conscience, people as a collective do not.

In democracy the overall group becomes an evil tyrant far worse then any one person could ever be. This happens because systems do not have feelings, they can not be made to see the errors of what they are doing and eventually the errors build up. Now it is time to clear the system and find freedom once again.

Good bye Coprite America...
Good bye Authoritarian States of America...

Hello again to Freedom, Liberty, and Justice!

Journal Entry
July 19th 2004 CE 12:15 AM CST

Mimic Technologies... Burning Amber... The pinnacle of time itself is this moment (for now).

5:00 PM CST
From the razors edge at a subatomic level the chain reaction begins with one. That one subatomic particle is not at fault, billions of years of energy's evolution into matter have come to a pinnacle at that moment for that particle. The chain reaction that follows is inevitable... It is the nature of the current construction of the universe. It is beyond our control.

Combustion of everything including the air itself back into energy, and then the implosion... Then the vacuum is filled.
Genocide? White suppermis government, and a dirty nuclear bomb? Intentionally detonated strategically to erase what many of the white supremists in power consider undesirables. Could this nightmare manifest itself in reality?

I believe a white supremist conspiracy to use nuclear arms as a genocidal attack on remote poor communities then blame it on "Al Qaeda" is unlikely.

From the CIA to the DHS and every other US government agency should understand that we are watching you. If you continue manipulating the American people and the system of democracy it will give rise to a new American dictatorship and the entire world will help in the repatriation of America. When the American system becomes a dictatorship even with changing figure heads and the economy will break down. When the economy breaks down and freedom has giving way to a police state mentality, the people will fight back against the administration and the international community will stand behind the fall of America.

I do not believe that terrorists exist at all, just people like you or me left with no other option. Because their is a problem... So many people are fighting for their lives. To eat, to stay warm, to survive until tomorrow...

Well some people fight for their lives by stealing bread, others unite and work together to change the world. Sometimes governments coordinate terrorist attracts to further their own causes and sometimes people are forced to resort to terrorist tactics to escape from the hell they have found their lives to have become.

Journal Entry
July 17th 2004 CE

Towns of fire, men of steel, and a god that feeds on oil... George W. Bush is a messiah to some... underneath it all, in the end he is a Christ to the Corporate Gods and a tyrant to humanity.

I had a dream about my ex-wife last night. I was driving in a car with her, it felt good to be able to tell her how happy I am for her that she found a good dependable husband that makes her happy and provides a good life for her. That my daughter has a brother, it felt good to express my enthusiasm for the life I could never have shared with her. The life she is better off without me.

It took years but I can actually smile about my ex-wife... Despite it all, I truly am no longer bitter. I hope no one ever has to go through what I went through... I hope that one day fathers actually have real rights in divorce cases.

Journal Entry
July 16th 2004 CE

God of computer software, Bill Gates is the current Christ.
God of government, George Bush is the current Christ.
God of freedom fighters, Bin Laden is the current Christ and current messiah...

God Almighty is time itself... All that was and ever will be, unchanged, and unchangeable at the highest
level of existence. Time itself is God Almighty, and when you pray to time itself, you do little more than focus your thoughts and waste time.

For every system we have a God and a Christ.

You want to pray to the gods of government, you contact the highest representative of government you can get a hold of.

You want to save the life of someone who is sick you pray to the God of medicine by making an appointment with a doctor.

For money you pray to a banker...

How do we pray? Most of the time we pray with money.

Pray to Almighty God only to focus your thoughts, and for introspection. Don’t pray that I find Jesus... Jesus is dead... and his memory is stagnant and abused. I don’t waist Almighty God praying that you understand what is wrong with the churches, government, or humanity... \(-\{\text{maybe}\}.1\text{-do-}\{\text{here}\}.-)\-

I pray to you...

As for Jesus the Christ of Almighty God...

Almighty God will eventually erase all evidence of Jesus from the universe, but the warped and exaggerated portrayal of his existence could end up the symbol of mankind's struggles against itself long after the last human life has been extinguished, well that and some triple X flicks... Until the next teranium. (trillion years).

---

**Journal Entry**  
**July 8th 2004 CE**  
It was like this before you came... It will be like this after you are gone.  
JUST THE WAY IT IS

**Journal Entry**  
**July 7th 2004 2:26 AM CST**  
Talk of revolution is one way of avoiding reality.  
- John Kenneth Galbraith

**VS**

True genius resides in the capacity for evaluation of uncertain, hazardous, and conflicting information.  
- Winston Churchill

**12:51 AM CST**

The light of heaven to the fire of hell, from passion to complacency. As those who came before decay below so does the proof of their existence decay above. A monument to the life they lived and those that still frequent, to show respect for their struggle that has ended. To show those that happen by that the spirt of this person is still strong and their monument is still cared for. Others fall to the ground and sink in to the earth and leave almost no trace. It is my responsibility to make sure that my grand parents graves stay strong and beautiful, and great grand parents... A place to ponder the lives they lived. To the ground is taken the memories of those who did not have children and those whose children do not know them, until one day the memory of them is gone. I wonder if Mary's daughter will ever visit her grave ever ask "What happened to my mother". If she asked me I would say that all she ever thought about was you, and she
turned to drugs to try and kill the pain. She was not too young to have children, she was just in a bad situation. A Chicago Police office for a "fake father". Her mother had a child by her husband's brother, that child was Mary. Mary's mother took a fall down some stairs after her fake father found out, Mary's father was shot, so Mary stayed with her "Fake father" and step mother. Mary got busted with drugs (Heroin) and told on the people she got them from, Mary ended up dead. The question I have is was it the "Fake father" a Chicago Police officer who wanted to end any risk of his "fake daughter" getting him busted for living outside the city (getting fired loosing retirement) or was it the drug dealer eliminating a witness by giving her bad drugs? She called me and said "they are following me", she was very afraid. I did not listen.

I feel responsible for her death in some ways... I did not know about the heroin and so I told her if she loved her ex-boyfriend be with him no matter what anyone says. I did not know about the heroin issue she had in the city.

If her fake dad killed her mother, his own brother, and her it would explain why he just sits in his living room all day after work looking out the window. It is quite possible he did non of it, it is all so possible that as a Chicago police office could have confiscated some heroin and tainted it, then injected her with it... Or not. In any case Mary had a love of life and she was a good person, we just had a falling out about unrelated matters. I need to go visit her grave, my child hood friend Frank, and my grand parents.

Franks death was the saddest Shot in the head by a friend, I belive he was just 18. 100 years from now...
When I saw the huge head stone that said BUSH, I thought to myself... It does not matter if he does "good" or "evil", a monument will be built that shows the size of his impact on the world.

I will probably be cremated...

Journal Entry
July 5th 2004 CE

More Fireworks I am sorry that police have to work on the 4th of July. I am sorry we need police at all. A police officer should not walk onto private property take a bag of fireworks and throw them in his trunk. Not even taking a look inside the bag. "What about the children?" He could have taken out some sparklers so that we would still be able to enjoy or 4th of July. This City of Joliet Police Officer had not consideration at all and said that the head of his police department ordered 0 tolerance on fireworks. So we called the will county police department, they apologized and said "every profession has idiots". The fact is that Liberty requires tolerance, america was founded on tollerance and disobediance. That is a lot of what we celebrate on the 4th... When a Police officer walks on to private property on th 4th of July and takes something that does not belong to him and throws it in his trunk and then writes a bogus ticket, he robes from Americas soul.

Journal Entry
July 4th 2004 CE 3:30 PM CST

So called AntiChrsit? Journal of the So called AntiChrist? Journal of a So called AntiChrist?
government has no right to dictate personal risk, personal freedom or to tell you how to raise your child. Click it or ticket communism. You will burn for even trying to dictate laws that force safety, eliminate freedom to think for your self.

I saw all humanity as a single consciousness. No one can be "The AntiChrist" or the "Christ", it is all just a reflection of the system. We, as much as we try to stand apart are still representatives of all that ever was in terms of humanity. AntiChrist and Christ are non elected heads to the systems of Christ and AntiChrist. Their is never a true "AntiChrist" but there is always a representative "AntiChrist" or representative "AntiChrist".

So can the Moon in all its glory and its reflected light guide us on our journey. The light of "god" as it would be or should have been to dictate our treatment of each other. This the sun of "Nub" and the light of combustion. The theory that "god" is a spoiled little brat, or that the universe itself is an atom within the belly of a larger being... Humanity in all it's systems, all its evil, and all its love is nothing more then what you do. You are a tool within a much larger system. Bow down to me... I am not worthy... I am a reflection of the larger picture and if I am a profit then I am not "The False Profit", just a false profit. For no human could understand that this is a lie built on lies to complicate the human spirit and rip a hole into the universe to see to the other side. When you look into oblivion I swear to you, you will see no hope for anything you do or hope to do. We as a race (the human race) see the stars and wish that we could be a ray of light to the universe a point of hope and not a tool of order. This the day, the dream, and you... as you read this question "Is this the way I feel?"
Proof
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